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ABSTRACT

In an earlymodem stage production of Shakespeare's King Lear, the
thematic continuity of the play was carried by language. With the advent of

technology, however, there are numerous:film adaptations of Shakespeare's plays in
which the thematic continuity is carried by visual imagery. Grigori Kozintsev's
Korol Ler (1971) and Akira Kurosawa's Ran (1984) each reproduce the story of
King Lear. The first chapter establishes a framework for studying dramatic
representations ofmadness by examining aspects ofShakespeare's play: the first
scene of the play in which Lear subjects his daughters to an unreasonable test that
serves as a starting point for his descent into insanity, the storm as a symbol ofhis
loss and recovery, and the role of the Fool as a counterpoint to Lear's mental state.
The second chapter examines how Kozintsev's film version ofKing Lear, working
with a translation by Boris Pasternak, uses Lear's descent into madness to
demonstrate how abuse and contempt ofpower can be used to show sympathy for
humankind. Kurosawa's screen portrayal ofKing Lear appropriates the story of Lear
and his daughters and places the Lear-figure, Hidetora, and his three sons in Japanese
Samurai culture; the third chapter examines how Hidetora's descent into madness is

represented by the wind and rain of the storm and demonstrates the wretchedness and

pessimism ofhumanity, as well as how Hidetora's Fool, Kyoami, endures his
master's hardships and acts as a counterpoint to his mental state. Each chapter
evaluates the uniqueness of a work of art, whether play text or film, as it is defined
by the cultural, social, and historical factors implicit in its creation.
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Introduction

In an earlymodem stage production of Shakespeare's King Lear, the

thematic continuity of the play was carried by language. With the advent of film

technology, however, there are numerous adaptations of Shakespeare's plays in

which the thematic continuity is carried by visual imagery. Grigori Kozintsev's

Korol Ler (1971) and Akira Kurosawa's Ran (1984) each reproduce the story of

King Lear. In Shakespeare's play, Lear passes from a state of reason into one of

madness as he begins to perceive the betrayal by his daughters and his loss of status

as monarch and patriarch. In the storm, which escalates in concordance with his

madness, he commands the forces of nature: "And thou, all-shaking thunder, / Strike

flat the thick rotundity 0' th' world, / Crack Nature's molds, all germains spill at

once, / That makes ingrateful man" (3.2.6-9). He discovers the moral disorder of

humanity in the utter confusion and lack of composure ofhis mind. Lear's words

evoke a vision of chaos and emphasize his desire to change the course of the world

by striking flat its roundness and eliminating ungrateful humanity. His speeches are a

combination ofpractical and irrelevant concerns, of reason and madness. The central

themes of the play are given voice through Lear's delirious discourse, emphasized by

the chaotic image of the natural world and Lear's newfound empathy for those who

struggle, and contrasted by the calm yet nonsensical voice of the Fool. Kozintsev and
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Kurosawa appropriate the Shakespearean text to create films that portray Lear's

descent into madness within specific cultural and historical contexts.

To examine the film works ofKozintsev and Kurosawa in light of their

relation to the Shakespearean text, it is necessary to define and distinguish between

adaptation and appropriation. Adaptation is "[t]he process ofmodifying a thing so as

to suit new conditions: as, themodification of a piece ofmusic to suit a different

instrument or different purpose; the alteration of a dramatic composition to suit a

different audience" (OED). Generally, an adaptation seeks to faithfully reproduce an

original. In this wayan adapted work differs from an appropriated one.

Appropriation is "[t]hemaking of a thing private property, whether another's or (as

now commonly) one's own; taking as one's own or to one's own use" (OED).

Appropriation is the act of setting apart or taking for one's own use; an appropriation

of a Shakespearean work "embraces from the start borrowings from, allusions to, and

comprehensive adaptations ofShakespeare that have obvious political and social

force" (Cartelli 15). Appropriating a work is a kind ofborrowing that implies

possession or ownership, where elements of the work may be adapted but are

repositioned culturally, politically or socially. The terms differ in that an adaptation

is tributary: "Most adaptations are interestedmerely in adjusting or accommodating

the original work to the tastes and expectations of their own readership or audience .

. . [while appropriated works] serve social or political as opposed to primarily

literary or commercial agendas" (Cartelli 15). Appropriation is highly dependent on

specific historical circumstances. Both Kozintsev and Kurosawa appropriate, as well

as adapt, Shakespeare's text; what each filmmaker chooses is to adapt the story,
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themes, and essence of the Shakespearean play to film an appropriated work that is

defined by the creation ofnew meaning which relies on their aesthetic or cultural

understanding of the play.

This thesis aims to explore the ways a contemporary work may differ from its

traditional source, as well as how a film version of a Shakespearean play is unique in

its cultural or historical context. In "TheWork ofArt in the Age ofMechanical

Reproduction," Walter Benjamin writes of the impact that the reproduction ofworks

of art and the medium of film have had on art in its traditional forms, as well as the

significance of appropriation in art. Benjamin focuses on what he calls the "aura" of

a work of art. The OED defines aura as a "supposed subtle emanation from and

enveloping living persons or things, viewed bymystics as consisting of the essence

of the individual." To Benjamin, the aura of a work of art contains the essence or

meaning of the work. He defines it as the field ofperception and the uniqueness of

an object. A cinematic adaptation loses the aura of the original work and detaches

itself from tradition, even when it borrows from a traditional, canonical text. The

appropriated images ofworks of art, such as the films ofKozintsev and Kurosawa,

become part of the meaning of that work and challenge the cultural definition of the

traditional work, thereby creating a new aura or uniqueness separate from the

Shakespearean text.

Benjamin's ideas can be used as points of reference to study contemporary

film and the ways that cinematic reproduction has influenced current perceptions of

art. A work of art has an authenticity, a unique existence that a reproduction can not

have. There is, for example, only oneMona Lisa. Theremay be, though, forgeries
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or licensed reproductions of da Vinci's painting. Such works are dependent on the

original, yet the original painting retains the authority. A technical reproduction is

more independent of the original, and can put the copy of the original into new

situations (Benjamin 222). For example, the image of theMona Lisa has been

recreated for postcards and television commercials, and it has been appropriated by

artists such as AndyWarhol and Marcel Duchamp. The postcards and commercials

become part of "low culture" while the appropriations ofWarhol and Duchamp

become icons of specific artistic movements - Pop art and Dadaism, respectively.

In some instances, the appropriation of traditional images acquires a canonical value

(Benjamin 242). That is to say that the appropriated images of a work of art become

part of the meaning of that work and challenge the cultural definition and status of

the traditional work.

Such instances of appropriation challenge contemporary perceptions of art;

low and high culture blend, and traditional boundaries are broken. These aspects of

appropriation are apparent in cinematic reproductions of canonical works. While

questioning whether or not film is art, Duhamel called movies "a pastime for helots,

a diversion for uneducated, wretched, worn-out creatures who are consumed by their

worries ... a spectacle which requires no concentration and presupposes no

intelligence" (Benjamin 241). Benjamin contradicts this argument; he believes that

film is socially significant and extends to ever new positions: "Shakespeare,

Rembrandt, Beethovenwill make films ... all legends, all mythologies, and all

myths ... await their exposed resurrection, and the heroes crowd each other at the

gate" (Benjamin 224). A Shakespearean drama in contemporary culture may exist as
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a written work, a theatrical performance, or a film production. While the place of

film in the art world is still debated today, Benjamin's prediction of the significant

role of film as an important part ofboth low culture and academic discourse has

proven accurate. Benjamin does not believe that the loss of aura diminishes the

power ofmechanically reproduced art; rather, the loss of aura in a work of

appropriation renews art by creating a new kind ofuniqueness and helps renegotiate

aesthetic and social hierarchies.

Today, filmmakers concern themselves both with the tradition ofart that

preceded them and the mass audience before them; their work is intimately

connected with the contemporary and the traditional. Benjamin's observations,

though dated, were cannily perceptive of the influence of film on contemporary

culture. The ideas of aura and appropriation have been expanded and redefined by

scholars as Dudley Andrew, who opens up the idea of aura to include its social

function, and John Collick, who traces the influence of Shakespearean works on

Russian and Japanese culture and examines the historical forces behind the films.

Kozintsev's journals and critical writing on Shakespeare outline his influences and

goals in recreating King Lear for the screen, while Stephen Prince and James

Goodwin discuss how Kurosawa has re-imagined Shakespeare's plays in moving

images and explore the nature of intertextuality in film adaptation. Their work will

be used to contribute to an examination of representations ofmadness in the original

King Lear and Kozintsev and Kurosawa's contemporary film versions of the play.

The renewal of art through film is culturally significant. Benjamin's theory

that the loss of aura renews art in a reproduction is confirmed by notions of
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appropriation which redefine the essence of art. To Andrew, the author ofFilm and

theAura ofArt, "films are obsessed by the tradition of art behind them and by a mass

audience before them" (Andrew xii). Andrew analyzes films which "insist on being

different" (Andrew 6). This differencemay be sociological or cultural; each film

should be interpreted in the context of its place outside standard (i.e. Hollywood)

cinema. Andrew explores questions of representation, the place of the spectator, and

narrative structure in films that challenge the spectator to learn about that single film.

The demand placed on a viewer is twofold: the spectator must find the uniqueness

(aura) of a film by learning a new system ofunderstanding butmust also study a film

as a part of an aesthetic system of cinema in general. This is further complicated, I

argue, by films that rely on a Shakespearean source because such works demand to

be examined in the light of Shakespearean as well as cinematic scholarship.

Andrew's study focuses primarily on American and French art house films. His

work, therefore, does not pertain directly to KorolLer and Ran, but his style of

examination and interpretation has been expanded upon by Shakespearean film

scholars and is equally relevant to works by directors such as Kurosawa and

Kozintsev which depend on an interpretation within and across cultures.

Collick, like Andrew, challenges traditional approaches to the analysis of

films, particularly Shakespearean films, which uphold a certain system ofvalues. He

argues against the idea that the meaning of a work is divorced from historical

circumstance and that careful reading wi11lead one to experience the same feelings

and beliefs that Shakespeare expressed (Collick 3-4). Instead, he searches for the

value of films that borrow from Shakespearean texts and place the stories within a
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host of social and aesthetic traditions. Collick explains why the relationship of a film

to its culture must be examined:

It is with foreign films that the contradictions in the traditional approach to

Shakespeare and Shakespearean films are most apparent. There are

unavoidable problems in trying to make amovie produced in Japan or Russia

appear to endorse the values and meaning identified in Shakespeare's work

by British literary criticism. There is a very real ideological need to confirm

the universalism ofShakespeare's poetry, otherwise the claims that the text is

relevant to any sensitive reader at any point in history becomes problematic.

Yet there are obvious cultural differences which, in a post-imperial world,

cannot simply be dismissed as irrelevant or wrong. (Collick 5)

It is the cultural differences ofKurosawa' s and Kozintsev's films that allow one to

reevaluate the aura of the work in an examination of the ways it appropriates the

Shakespearean original.

Kozintsev (1905-1973) lived in fragmented and revolutionary times and tried

to construct positive art from this disarray. In Shakespeare, Cinema and Society,

Collick describes the political and revolutionary forces that existed in Russia through

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. He traces the influence ofShakespearean

works on Russian culture from the first text (Hamlet) translated into Russian in 1748.

Following the revolution of 1919, Kozintsev and Meyerhold, a fellow filmmaker,

established a theatre company known as FEKS (Factory of the Eccentric Actor).

Their goal was to create a genuinely revolutionary art that created social realism

(Collick 119). During the period of Stalin's rule, Kozintsev was forced to censor his
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work, and he became increasingly alienated from Soviet society. After Stalin's

death, policies were relaxed slightly, but artists were still estranged from the state;

this "subsequent alienation was to colour the work ofKozintsev, especially his two

Shakespeare films" (Collick 126). The Russian writers and artists who appropriated

Shakespeare were trying to address the social realities of their country. His work,

like Kurosawa's, addresses the social concerns ofhis country and reconfigures a

canonical Western text to convey a different meaning.

Kurosawa (1910-1998) remained fascinated with combining visual forms and

cultural circumstances throughout his career. He started his artistic life as a painter

whose primary influences were Vincent Van Gogh and Paul Cezanne, but he felt his

shortcoming as an artist was his imitative style (Goodwin 27). When he began

making films in 1935, this impressionability helped him as a filmmaker. Goodwin

examines the ways that Kurosawa explores Western modes and ideals and the ways

in which they influence Japan in an attempt to explore differing voices. He sees

Kurosawa's work as not imitating, but formulating a response to, Western

conventions: "In its uses of classic works of literature, theatre, music, and painting

from bothWestern culture and Japanese traditions, Akira Kurosawa's cinema fully

engages in such cultural rereading" (Goodwin 233). Kurosawa appropriated works

such as Dostoyevsky's The Idiot and Shakespeare'sMacbeth and King Lear and

altered them to convey human suffering in a Japanese setting.

Before analyzing the historical and social contexts that help create the

uniqueness ofKozintsev and Kurosawa's films, this thesis examines Shakespeare's

play, the social construction ofmadness as a way to isolate the "other" and evoke
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both charity and disgust among the population, and the ways madness is constructed

with language in earlymodem England. The cultural context of the play is as

significant to creating its uniqueness as those contexts within which the filmmakers

created their appropriations. The first chapter establishes a framework for studying

dramatic representations ofmadness by examining aspects of Shakespeare's play:

the first scene of the play in which Lear subjects his daughters to an unreasonable

test that serves as a starting point for his descent into insanity, the storm as a symbol

ofhis loss and recovery, and the role of the Fool as a counterpoint to Lear's mental

state. Secondary sources by Carol Thomas Neely and Michel Foucault that examine

representations ofmadness, as well as sources that ascertain the historical

background ofmadness in works by Michael MacDonald and Robert Rentoul Reed,

will be used to examine whether Lear's fragmented and non-linear descent into

madness and dislocation from political authority make possible his discovery of self.

Aspects ofLear's disorientation, his descent into madness, and the eventual

recovery ofhis sanity are important to the cinematic as well as the theatrical

versions; madness contributes to Lear's isolation as monarch and patriarch. Working

with a translation by Boris Pasternak, Kozintsev's film version ofKing Lear uses

Lear's descent into madness to demonstrate how the contempt of others can create

sympathy in the audience and is used to show sympathy for humankind. The second

chapter explores Kozintsev's treatment ofLear's condemnation ofCordelia in the

opening scene of the film, the visual image of the storm that mirrors Lear's inner

turmoil over a bleak and desolate landscape, and the representation of the Fool as a

sympathetic character who is isolated by Lear's madness. It also examines how the
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original text is altered and how this altered text challenges and reshapes the cultural

definition ofShakespeare's work. Kozintsev's published account of the making of

Korol Ler demonstrates how his depiction ofmadness changes the rhythm of the

Shakespearean text to create a visual reality on film.

Kurosawa's screen portrayal ofKing Lear appropriates the story of Lear and

his daughters and places the Lear-figure, Hidetora, and his three sons in Japanese

Samurai culture, while using the conventions of Japanese traditional Noh drama to

convey the spirit of an old man condemned to roam the earth because of the sins

committed in his lifetime. The third chapter examines how Hidetora's descent into

madness is represented by the wind and rain of the storm and demonstrates the

wretchedness and pessimism ofhumanity, as well as how Hidetora's Fool, Kyoami,

endures his master's hardships and acts as a counterpoint to his mental state. It also

investigates the extensive alterations to Shakespeare's play and the implications of

creating a film based on a Shakespearean work set in sixteenth-century feudal Japan.

Each chapter evaluates what all three works have in common, as well as the

uniqueness of a work of art, whether play text or film, as it is defined by the cultural,

social, and historical factors implicit in its creation.
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Chapter One

"0, let me not bemad!":

Madness as a Social Construct in King Lear

Madness, to a greater extent than other forms of illness, is influenced by

social and cultural conditions, yet it serves to isolate those whom it afflicts. To a

Shakespearean audience, the mad sometimes elicited sympathy and were believed to

be curable but were also viewed as a sideshow attraction and condemned as the

"other." Lear's descent into madness contributes to his isolation as monarch and

patriarch and gives him a heightened understanding ofhuman suffering and the need

for charity that transcends the rational. It is not synonymous with what we now label

insanity. This chapter examines the cultural perceptions ofmadness in earlymodern

England, the creation of a language ofmadness and the boundary between reason

and unreason in King Lear, as well as the portrayal of those perceptions in the play

as they are made evident by the symbolic representation of the storm and the

counterpoint to Lear's sanity provided by the Fool.

What it means to be mad and what it means to be human are inextricable. To

Michel Foucault the experience ofmadness is one ofdivision between passion and
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necessity, reason and unreason. InMadness and Civilization: A History ofInsanity

in the Age ofReason, he writes ofmadness as a kind ofunreality that begins

with passion, [when] madness is still only an intense movement in the

rational unity of soul and body; this is the level of unreason; but this intense

movement quickly escapes the reason of the mechanism and becomes, in its

violences, its stupors, its senseless propagations, an irrationalmovement; and

it is then that, escaping truth and its constraints, the Unreal appears. (Foucault

93)

In a state ofmadness, the boundary between what would be considered normal and

what would be considered excessive is crossed and in that irrational state there may

be a lucidity or understanding that would not be present otherwise. When one

crosses the invisible boundary into a state ofmadness, one is not perceived to be in a

spiritual or supernatural condition. Even in the throes ofmadness one remains

firmly in the realm of the human.

Foucault's work focuses on the ideological origins of the institutionalization

of the mad; more recently, Carol Thomas Neely and other critics have expanded

upon this historical background to examine the social realities and cultural

implications ofmadness. Neely, like Foucault, classifies madness as a human

condition, the definition ofwhich varies between cultures and historical periods. In

her article "Did Madness have a Renaissance?" she defines madness as "an extension

of, a kind of excess of, the normal: people run mad, fall mad, are beside themselves,

and then recover themselves" (Neely, Renaissance, 778). Neely examines madness

as it was viewed during the Renaissance: "as discrete, widely varied (and potentially
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transient) behaviours rather than as a permanent condition of an individual" (Neely,

Renaissance, 778). In a subsequent article, "Documents in Madness," Neely

expands upon her definition ofmadness to include the ways that it is constructed in

Shakespeare's plays, "as secular, socially enacted, gender- and class-marked, and

medically treatable" (Neely, Madness, 79). The mental breakdown, lucidity, and

treatability ofmadness make it a condition that is not the opposite of the sane but

rather a curable excess of the normal.

The idea ofmadness as a transient shift in reality was prevalent in the

Renaissance and evolved from shifting cultural perceptions. The mad were forced to

the fringes of earlymodem society by the pervasive human desire to marginalize the

"other." Foucault examines the evolution ofmadness as a social construction from

the lateMiddle Ages to the nineteenth century. Gradually, the mad, "vagabonds,

criminals, and 'deranged minds,
'"
were forced to the periphery of society previously

reserved for lepers (Foucault 7). The spread ofleprosy led to the incarceration of one

and a halfmillion people in 220 leper colonies in England and Scotland by the

twelfth century. As leprosy was brought under control and the colonies gradually

emptied, "the formulas of exclusion would be repeated, strangely similar two or

three centuries later" (Foucault 7). Now, however, the excluded group forced to the

periphery of society were misshapen mentally rather than physically. Former leper

colonies were converted into hospitals that became known as madhouses. Previously,

the responsibility for looking after the mad had been a burden which fell on the

family. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries "[m]admen were

removed from their normal social surroundings and incarcerated with others of their
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kind; lunatics lost their places as members of a household and acquired new

identities as the victims ofmental diseases" (MacDonald 2). The most infamous of

these institutions which incarcerated the mad was Bethlehem (also known as

Bethlem or Bedlam), a London hospital notorious for its practice ofhousing the

insane and allowing the public to view the patients for an admission of a penny.

City records and Bedlam census records from 1598 and 1624 have allowed

scholars to examine the history ofBedlam. Robert Rentoul Reed, Jr., in Bedlam on

the Jacobean Stage, and Michael MacDonald, inMystical Bedlam: Madness,

Anxiety, andHealing in Seventeenth Century England, describe the history of the

hospital. From the fourteenth century Bedlam was funded by the patronage of

monarchs. Initially, the hospital cared for the sick, though the first records of six

insane patients exist from 1403. In 1547, the London city council petitioned for the

return and control ofBedlam because of the belief that hospitals needed to be

managed publicly (Reed 15). From this point, the hospital assumed greater

responsibility for housing the insane, but their financial situation improved little

(Reed 16). Bedlam, due to its financial struggles and the indifference of the public,

"was so loathsomely and filthily kept that it was not fit for any man to come into said

house" (1598 inspection report, qtd in Reed 16). In 1551, "Edward VI granted

protection to John Whitehead, proctor ofBethlehem, to beg alms within the counties

of Lincoln and Cambridge, the city of London, and the Isle ofEly; 'Which ...was a

sign the revenues of it were now become small, and not able to maintain the

Charge'" (John Stow, qtd in Reed 19-20). The drive for funding from the public led

to a growing awareness among citizens of London ofthe need for charity at Bedlam,
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as well as a growing awareness of the conditions of the hospital and the image of the

mentally unstable in the public imagination.

Lear's realization of the need for compassion is closely tied to the audience's

awareness of the need for charity. The title page of the 1608 Quarto edition ofKing

Lear suggests the play was initially performed on st. Stephen's night in 1606 (ed.

Fraser 156), a time of year when the notion ofbenevolence was prominent. It is,

therefore, appropriate and not unexpected for Lear to become aware of a need for

charity in the face of cruelty. While caught in the storm, he ponders the position of

others who have been forced to live through hardship:

Poor naked wretches, wheresoe'er you are,

That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm,

How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides,

Your looped and windowed raggedness, defend you

From seasons such as these? 0 I have ta'en

Too little care of this. Take physic, pomp;

Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel,

That thoumayst shake the superflux to them

And show the heavens more just. (3.4.28-36)

He feels compassion for others and disgrace for his superfluous possessions (OED,

superflux) and becomes capable of an empathy he did not feel when he was more

powerful and sane. Lear realizes he has taken too little care of those who suffer. For

Lear to expose himself to feel what wretches feel is an inversion that is only possible

for him to undergo in madness. Lear expresses the need for charity while receiving
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sympathy from the audience. Ken Jackson suggests that Lear's plea for charity and

social concern has little to do with the plot but everything to do with the play's

construction (Jackson 231). In the Holinshed Chronicle from which Shakespeare

borrowed his story, the protagonist, Leir, was starving. Shakespeare substitutes a

mad Lear for a starving Leir in his source to elicit pity. "By interjecting madness

rather than simple starvation, Shakespeare offers a novel and moving change to an

old story" (Jackson 225). That is, the passage and the play demonstrate the historical

processes at work in the text.

From the 1550s, Bedlam was paid for by taxes and voluntary donations; the

increasing need for donations and charity placed the hospital in the public eye, and

the plight of its patients became part ofLondoners' social awareness and, often, their

disdain. Hospital administration worked to change the public attitude ofdisdain to

one ofpity. The hospital is often mentioned in Renaissance drama after 1580; in

plays such as Middleton and Rowley's The Changeling and Middleton and Dekker's

The Honest Whore, a madhouse similar to Bedlam serves as a location for the

dramatic action. The recurrence of images ofBedlam in drama makes the hospital

appear large. In reality, however, Bedlam was much smaller than its reputation

makes it seem. As MacDonald explains, "Bedlamites swarmed through the

imaginations of Jacobean playwrights and pamphleteers, but the famous asylum was

in truth a tiny hovel housing fewer than thirty patients" (MacDonald 4). The

charitable response to the mad was socially constructed; the use ofBedlamites on

stage, the call for alms and the opening of the hospital to the public drew attention to

the patients at Bedlam.
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To promote the patients ofBedlam as suffering and delirious but ultimately

curable was a way for the hospital to appeal to the sympathy of the curious public,

who were more likely to donate to patients who could ultimately be redeemed. In

keeping with the promotion of this idea, the patients accepted at Bedlam were

believed curable; incurables were the rare exception (Reed 37). The idea of charity

was closely linked with the belief in a cure for madness. The diagnosis ofmadness

was an inexact science, often pronounced by a judge or other observer with no

medical background. Madness was seen as an inability to integrate, to live and work

within a group. The hospital proctor or a judge was allowed to decide who fit into

this category; their diagnoses were often cursory and not grounded in medical theory.

Once a patient was hospitalized, however, the hospital claimed that the restoration of

the patient's reason became the primary goal.

"When a person ofunsound mind is brought to hospital, first ascertain ifhis

insanity is congenial, or caused by some mishap; if there is a chance of

recovery, or not ... Treatment suited to each individual case should be tried:

for some, applications and diet; for some, gentle treatment; for some,

teaching. Others may require coercion or bonds, but all should be done in a

way likely to pacify them and lead to recovery." (Juan Luis Vives, qtd in

Jackson 218)

Patients were seen as unable to cope in "regular" society and lacking a comfortable

routine that could aid their recovery. A variety ofprofessionals were employed to

assist the mad in overcoming theirmental distress.
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Cures were achieved (in theory) by removing the causes of the sufferer's

disturbance and the means to combat every kind ofmalign effect were

dispensed by a bewildering array ofhealers. Insane men and women were

treated by specialists, such as humanistic physicians, who practiced a single

method ofpsychological healing, or they were consoled by eclectics, such as

medical astrologers or clerical doctors, who combined remedies from several

systems of therapy. (MacDonald 7)

It was necessary for hospitals to promote the success rate of those that were cured of

madness so as to encourage charitable donors to continue to support the hospital.

Gentle treatment, pacification, and rest - such as the hospital recommended -

and the advice of a learned doctor as healer - such as convention dictated - are the

methods used to help Lear out ofhis state ofmadness. Neely finds similarities

between King Lear and the records ofBedlam hospital: "In each, madness and

distress are conceived of as treatable illnesses with mental and physical components"

(Neely, Madness, 89). When Cordelia is told of Lear's decline in sanity by letter she

reacts with compassion, "a queen over her passion" (4.3 .14-15). Taking action, she

addresses Lear's wretched, though curable, state:

Alack, 'tis he: why he was met even now

As mad as the vexed sea; singing aloud;

Crowned with rank femiter and furrow-weeds,

With hardocks, hemlock, nettles, cuckoo-flow'rs,

Darnel, and all the idle weeds that grow

In our sustaining com. A century send forth;
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Search every acre in the high-grown field,

And bring him to our eye [Exit an Officer.] What canman's wisdom

In the restoring his bereaved sense?

He that helps him take all my outward worth. (4.4.1-10)

Cordelia believes that Lear can be cured. She wants men to search every acre in the

surrounding fields to find her father and bring him to her. Cordelia's next thought, of

restoring his bereaved sense, could have been triggered by the description ofher

father crowned with weeds. Her desire formedical assistance conveys her hope that

wisdom and medicine offer realistic solutions to Lear's madness. The doctor's

response, that there are many effective and simple remedies, further justifies

Cordelia's belief He replies,

There is means, madam:

Our foster nurse ofnature is repose,

The which he lacks: that to provoke in him,

Are many simples operative, whose power

Will close the eye of anguish. (4.4.11-15)

His words indicate that rest and "efficacious medicinal herbs" (footnote 4.4.14) will

bring relief and "close the eye of anguish." The efforts ofCordelia and the doctor

may lead to a restoration of Lear's mental state rather than a cure. Lear is unable to

attain the repose or reliefwhich he lacks because, when he loses everything, he is

overcome by his errors and sinks into madness. His newfound realization will not be

lost when his "normal" state ofmind is restored; therefore he can not be "cured" of

what he learned. To both Cordelia and the Doctor, Lear's condition is treatable and
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curable, and their proffered solutions are in keeping with the conventions of the

period.

While charity and sympathy were integral to the operation ofBedlam, much

of the public knowledge of the hospital derived from its creation of a kind of

sideshow attraction that allowed spectators to view the insane. The belief in the

treatment and desire for a medical cure is optimistic; however, such gentle and

caring remedies was not the norm at Bedlam. Often patients lived in squalid

conditions and lacked even basic treatment. Records in the Report on the Condition

of the Indigent Insane describe a man

attached by a long chain that ran over the wall and thus permitted the

attendant to lead him about, to keep him on a leash, so to speak, from outside;

around his neck had been placed an iron ring, which was attached by a chain

to another ring; this latter slid the length of a vertical iron bar fastened to the

floor and ceiling of the cell. When reforms began to be instituted at

Bethlehem, a man was found who had lived in this cell, attached in this

fashion, for twelve years. (Foucault 72)

It is clear that actions of this sort are not inspired by the desire to cure. It became the

practise at Bedlam hospital to raise money not only through charity, but also through

the price of admission for the public to visit the madhouse.

Income from public admissions was amajor source ofhospital revenue.

Figures from the eighteenth century suggest that the hospital made £400 per year,

which suggests approximately 300 visitors each day except Sunday. In the Jacobean

period, it is likely that that number was approximately 75 visitors per day (Reed 26).
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Seeing the indigent mad living in squalormoved people to give; that some spectators

also enjoyed and even laughed at this show may complicate, but does not contradict,

Bedlam's charitable function (Jackson 214). Charity and disgust coexisted because

of the viewing public's fascination with madness as a condition which isolates the

sufferer and also reflects society because it is used by society as a tool to define the

abnormal, and hence provides reassurance of the normal. The role of the public as

givers of charity can not be separated from the perception among the public that the

mad existed as a kind of sideshow attraction.

This discussion ofmadness and its relevance to Renaissance society reflects

the influence of two individual cultural institutions: the hospital and the stage. The

former elicits sympathy for the mad and the latter provides dramatic pleasure. Once

the hospital opened its doors to allow the usual theatre-going public to view the mad

as a form of entertainment, the function of these two institutions became intermixed.

The viewing of the mad evoked varied emotions: horror, disgust, pity, a desire to

help and a kind of reassurance that, for the audience, reaffirmed the purpose and

position of the norm. While the purpose of the hospital was to elicit charity,

playwrights of the period made an effort "to engage the theatrical practices of

Bethlem" to portray madness on the stage (Jackson 216). InKing Lear, Shakespeare

engages with the reality ofBedlam, creating a language ofmadness to portray Lear's

mental disarray in order to evoke sympathy from the audience.

Lear's madness is produced through the language that makes it evident. To

Foucault, the discourse ofmadness is made of a "delirious language [which] is the

ultimate truth ofmadness insofar as it is madness's organizing form, the determining
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principle of all its manifestations, whether of the body or of the soul" (Foucault 97).

Foucault refers to the delirious discourse where "the delusions of the mad are

complied with and extended through theatrical representation in order to undo them.

This strategy further naturalizes madness and brings it under human control while

testifying to the power of illusion and the theatricality ofmadness" (Neely, Madness,

93). The language ofmadness refers to both the articulation of speech and the truth

the mind speaks to itself Language begins and concludes the cycles ofmadness and

portrays reason and unreason.

A delirious discourse, then, can be seen as a language that creates an "other"

state by giving voice to a mind which contradicts what is normal yetmay still give

voice to truth. Madness is dramatized primarily through a peculiar language: "This

characteristic speech is both something and nothing, both coherent and incoherent.

Spectators, onstage and off, read this language, trying to make 'sense' of it and

translating it into the discourse of sanity" (Neely, Madness, 80). This language is

characterized by fragmentation, obsession, repetition, and what Neely calls

"quotation," in which speakers use a voice that connects with their "normal" identity

and history, which "includes their social context and psychological stresses - as well

as with larger themes of the plays and the culture" (Neely, Madness, 80). This

"quotation" is evident, for example, in Lear's assertion he is "every inch a king"

(4.6.109). Even in madness Lear still retains his identity as a monarch; furthermore,

his madness is more profound because he is a king and his actions both confirm and

question the monarch's responsibilities, beginning with his decision to relinquish his

title and land.
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By dividing his kingdom and banishing Cordelia, Lear defies the expectation

that a monarch is meant to rule a united kingdom for life. From the beginning, Lear

has already decided to relinquish the kingdom to his daughters. His destiny is self

made; he realizes intellectually but not practically that giving away his land also

means giving away his power, title, and role. While Lear seems imperious and

commanding in the first scene of the play, his treatment ofKent and Cordelia is

indicative of instability. Regan refers to Lear's "Unconstant starts" as though Lear's

impulsive whims are to be expected (1.1.303). Shortly after, Lear first questions his

identity during his confrontation with Goneril: "Does any here know me? This is not

Lear. Does Lear walk thus? Speak thus?" (1.4.232-34). As soon as Lear passes his

power to Goneril and Regan, they cease to respect his authority. Goneril's refusal to

house Lear and his unruly knights leads to Lear's condemnation ofhis eldest

daughter. It is after their confrontation that he first uses the word "mad": "0, let me

not be mad, not mad, sweet heaven! / Keep me in temper; 1 would not be mad!"

(1.5.46-47). Lear is striving formental balance and composure; he maintains his

mental state by assuring himself that Reganwill be less thankless.

Lear's mental state is shaken by his argument with Goneril and further

challenged during his meeting with Regan. Lear understands that he has given away

his title as well as his land when he cries, "Death onmy state," with state defined in

the footnote as "royal condition" (2.4.109-10). Lear begs Regan, "I prithee, daughter,

do not make me mad" (2.4.217). There has been a shift in his perception of his loss

of temper. In his argument with Goneril, Lear blames an outside force, the heavens,

for his madness and uses the word "let," which implies allowance; with Regan, Lear
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switches from "let" to "make" which attributes blame to his daughter and insinuates

she is forcing him into madness. He wants her obedience and expects to be able to

keep his hundred knights, who serve to attend and guard him. The value of Lear's

authority is measured by the number ofmen he has in his command; Regan

systematically subverts Lear's authority by debunking his need for men to protect

him. She lessens his battalion ofknights from one hundred men to fifty, then twenty

five, then ten, then five. Her demand "What need one?" prompts Lear's outcry: "0

reason not the need! Our basest beggars / Are in the poorest thing superfluous. /

Allow not nature more than nature needs, / Man's life is cheap as a beasts." (2.4.263-

66). Lear questions what one needs and what is excessive. His long speech explains

his humiliation, desire for revenge, and broken heart. It ends with the first stage

direction for the storm, which coincides with his cry, "0 Fool, 1 shall go mad!"

(2.4.285). His elder daughters have diminished his political position, his authority,

and his identity, the loss ofwhich drives Lear into a state ofmadness.

In delirium, Lear converses with the elements; the turmoil and noise of the

storm are symbolic of the unrest in Lear's mind and central to the philosophy of the

play. It is a natural form of dislocation and an outward demonstration of the natural

world which is indicative ofBritain's social unrest and Lear's inner turmoil. The

stage directions for the storm occur at the end of2.4, the beginning of 3.1 and 3.2,

and numerous times in 3.4. After the first stage direction for the storm, Lear says: "I

have full cause ofweeping, but this heart / Shall break into a hundred thousand flaws

/ Or ere I'll weep. 0 Fool, 1 shall go mad!" (2.4.283-85). Whereas he rushes out into

the storm, Cornwall says, "Let us withdraw, 'twill be a storm" (2.4. 286), then
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advises Gloucester to "Shut up your doors, my lord; 'tis awild night. My Regan

counsels well. Come out 0' th' storm" (2.4.307-8). The storm represents the disquiet

in Lear's mind, yet his eldest daughters ignore it and pull away, withdrawing into the

shelter of the castle to leave Lear with only Kent, Gloucester and the Fool to care for

him.

In an early modem theatrical stage production few stage sets were used in

comparison with amodem film production, and often external reality was evoked

through the words and actions of the actors and/or sound effects offstage. In "The

Storm ofKing Lear," Susan Viguers indicates how the stage directions - hence,

sound effects - are used: to explain the setting to the audience at the beginning of a

scene or when new characters enter, at moments that do not drown out dialogue, and

when the storm sounds relate to the dialogue (Viguers 344-45). For example, in 3.1

Kent speaks the opening line after the sound effect for the storm: "Who's there,

besides foul weather?" His line explains the atmosphere to the audience just as the

sound effects enhance it. Kent and the Gentleman struggle to find Lear, and Kent

curses the weather formaking it difficult (3.1.49). In this scene, Lear is repeatedly

compared to the weather. The Gentleman describes the King as "Contending with the

fretful elements" in both the outside environment and his agitated mind (3.1.4). "The

to-and-fro-conflictingwind and rain" describes not only the commotion of the

weather but also the inner turmoil of Lear's mind (3.1.11). Both the physical

surroundings on the heath and the symbolic relationship between Lear and the storm

become evident from the language of the actors and the well-placed indicators of the

storm.
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Kent continues to try to bring Lear out of the storm in 3.2, but he is

repeatedly foiled by Lear's attempts to confront it. As in 3.1, the initial stage

direction indicates a sound effect and is followed by Lear's opening line, "Blow,

winds, and crack your cheeks. Rage, blow!" His language evokes the physical

environment as he commands the storm, raves against human ingratitude, and calls

for the destruction of the world. To Lear, the storm is something to be responded to

and to oppose or battle against; it is symbolic of the chaos in his mind. For Viguers,

"[b]oth scenes are structured as movements against or aligned with the storm, to

avoid or to confront it" (Viguers 348). Kent and the Fool urge Lear to take refuge in

the hovel. Lear's reluctance to find shelter from the raging storm, both literally and

metaphorically, contributes to the tension in the scene, which culminates with the

beginning of Lear's return to lucidity and his new-found compassion for the Fool.

In 3.4, Lear continues to rage against the storm and his daughters and refuses

the Fool's urgings to enter the hovel, which would offer respite from the storm and

perhaps from the turmoil in his mind. Stage directions for the storm occur not just at

the beginning of the scene as in 3.1 and 3.2, but four times. The first stage direction

is after Kent's opening words and gives weight to his comment on the "tyranny of

the open night" (Viguers 349). Edgar, disguised as Poor Tom, enters at 3.4.44. The

next two stage directions appear to cut offTom's long, incoherent speeches. Edgar,

in disguise as Mad Tom, represents a bedlamite but stands as a counterpoint to Lear.

Whereas Lear's long speeches in his more genuine mad state contain a realization of

the need for charity or clear-sightedness about the world, Edgar's artificial state only

conjures up rambling, meaningless thoughts that need to be cut offby the rumble of
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thunder (Viguers 350). The final stage direction for the storm occurs in a dialogue

between Kent and Gloucester. "Gloucester's words following that noise can be read

as a straightforward gloss on the storm's voice: 'his daughters seek his death'"

(Viguers 350). The language of the play enhances the offstage sounds of the storm

to contribute to a symbolic representation of Lear's madness; as the mind breaks

down, the natural world becomes increasingly present, vivid, material. Nature

thunders to be heard. By the time the storm ends, Lear enters the hovel and returns to

lucidity, but the storm has, in its last rumbling, made evident the dislocation between

life and death. In the natural world, which Lear is thrust into during the storm, the

old are devoured by the young; the rules ofnature trump the rules of society, and it is

from nature and the common material world that the Fool takes his wisdom.

Throughout the third act, the Fool is Lear's ally in his descent into madness,

who makes evident the conflict between wisdom and folly. Even before the storm, he

recognizes that Lear has been abandoned because ofhis choice to relinquish his

power.

That sir, which serves and seeks for gain,

And follows but for form,

Will pack, when it begins to rain,

And leave thee in the storm.

But I will tarry; the Fool will stay,

And let the wise man fly. (2.4.77-82)

The seeming ambiguity in the Fool's use of the words "wise" and "fool"

demonstrates that differentiating between the two depends on perspective: the
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knowing attained in a state ofmadness is regarded as folly by some, and wisdom by

others. The last two lines, with their reference to wisdom and folly, appear to suggest

ambiguity, but "actually [convey] the unambiguous wisdom of the madman who sees

the truth" (Welsford 267). Enid Welsford defines the Fool's role as "hinting at

thoughts ... which are vitally connected with the central theme of the tragedy,"

which, she says, is the conflict ofwisdom and folly (Welsford 256). The Fool's

words serve to reassure Lear that he will not abandon him. He remains with Lear

even when others, detecting his loss of fortune, abandon him in the rain in his

deterioratingmental state.

In the late Middle Ages, folly gained increasing prominence in drama and

literature. As folly becomes important, so too does the role of the Fool, whose status

is altered from skilled entertainer to wise jester. "He [the Fool] is no longer simply a

ridiculous and familiar silhouette in the wings: he stands centre stage as the guardian

of truth" (Foucault 14). The Fool is a character employed to say important, sane

things and to provide rational commentary on the action in a seemingly irrational

manner. For example, after Lear has divided his kingdom among his daughters,

Kent is unable to speak against him without risking banishment, but the Fool is able

to speak the truth. He tells Kent: "Prithee tell him, so much the rent ofhis land

comes to; hewill not believe a fool" (1.4.131-2). He points out that Lear has given

away his land, the source ofhis power, and he also puns on how Lear has "rent," or

"tom," the kingdom. This is followed by a speech that criticizes the King:

That lord that counseled thee

To give away thy land,
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Come place him here by me;

Do thou for him stand.

The sweet and bitter fool

Will presently appear;

The one inmotley here,

The other found out there. (1.4.144-51)

"Motley" refers to the Fool's coloured coat, as well as the Fool's role as jester (OED,

motley). Clothing the Fool in amotley coat likens his role to that of a court jester and

serves as a sign ofhis intelligence; he is "a stinging commentator on Lear and his

world" (Foakes 117). Shakespeare juxtaposes the positions of a fool and a king to

suggest a kind of commonality in their roles. The Fool continues the attack on Lear

for giving away his land, thus making him look like a fool by suggesting the

difficulty ofdistinguishing between them.

The Fool further criticizes Lear by suggesting that men, regardless of class,

who indulge their children will be driven mad.

Fool. Prithee, Nuncle, tell me whether a madman be a gentleman or a

yeoman.

Lear. A king, a king.

Fool. No, he's a yeoman that has a gentleman to his son; for he's a mad

yeoman that sees his son a gentleman before him. (3.6.9-14)

The Fool asks what class ofman has been driven mad by his indulgence ofhis

children and criticizes Lear for not seeing his children for what they are, like a mad

yeoman who watches his children made gentlemen or monarchs ahead ofhimself, as
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Lear has done. These incidents make it clear that the Fool disapproves ofLear's

division ofhis kingdom, yet Lear repeatedly demonstrates sympathy towards the

Fool. Even while descending into a mad state, he exclaims, "Poor Fool and knave, 1

have one part in my heart that's sorry yet for thee" (3.2.72-3). The Fool speaks the

truth that others can not speak and gains Lear's respect for it.

The Fool has an unspoken permission that allows him to give voice to

concerns that other characters would be unable to express to a powerful figure who

requires obedience and acquiescence. He tells Lear, "I am a fool, thou art nothing"

(1.4.172). Goneril responds by referring to the Fool as "all-licensed" (1.4.191). He

is privileged with freedom of speech, yet at all times he is dependent on the King. In

explaining his function, Kiernan Ryan says: "the Fool furnishes a vital reflexive

means of activating and monitoring our awareness of the fundamental issues at stake

in KingLear" (Ryan 70). He brings voice to contradiction and demonstrates clear

sightedness in lines such as "This cold night will tum us all to fools and madmen"

(3.4.78-9) and "Prithee, Nuncle, be contented,'tis a naughty night to swim in"

(3.4.112-3). He believes madness is disease-like and can infect anyone who comes

into contact with madmen; madness spreads, especially because it is, as Neely

contends, impermanent and socially enacted.

After Lear enters the hovel with Kent, the Fool combines what is real with

what is possible in his address to the audience:

I'll speak a prophecy ere 1 go:

When priests aremore in word than matter;

When brewers mar their malt with water;
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When nobles are their tailors' tutors,

No heretics burned, but wenches' suitors;

When every case in law is right,

No squire in debt nor no poor knight;

When slanders do not live in tongues;

Nor cutpurses come not to throngs;

When usurers tell their gold i' th' field,

And bawds and whores do churches build,

Then shall the realm ofAlbion

Come to great confusion.

Then comes the time, who lives to see't,

That going shall be used with feet. (3.2.80-94).

The Fool's prophecy "symbolizes the topsy-turvy, disordered world that Lear has

brought about" (Foakes 114). Albion (England) has entered a state of "confusion"

because the first four prophecies are already fulfilled and explain what is happening

now; the last six are Utopian, ironic, and will never be fulfilled. In speaking, he

draws attention to the deteriorating state of the world. The relationship between

reason and folly is blurred as Lear becomes increasingly disoriented and the Fool

increasingly pointed.

The Fool disappears suddenly from Shakespeare's play. His last line in the

Folio, "And I'll go to bed at noon," occurs when Lear is at the height ofhis madness

(3.6.73). The line offers comfort to Lear, assuring him that at least one ofhis subjects

will conform to Lear's odd way ofdoing things. "As the King settles down to sleep,
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drawing imaginary bed-curtains about him and promising to eat his missed evening

meal in the morning, the Fool ostensibly endorses his master's odd timetable .... It

makes the audience keenly aware of the disorderliness of Lear's life. . .. And there

is nothing festive in Lear's disorderliness" (Kerrigan 228). Once he convinces Lear

to take shelter from the storm, the Fool is no longer necessary; his purpose is to

provide the play with a realistic view cloaked in humour: "his disappearance [is] a

poetic necessity, for the King, having lost everything, including his wits, has now

himselfbecome the Fool .... [Lear] now sees and speaks the truth" (Welsford 264).

Lear has lost his sanity; he sees a changed reality that makes the Fool's role

redundant. From this point forward, the Fool is eliminated from the action of the

play. His continuing presence in Kozintsev's Korol Ler is, as wewill see, one of the

most striking and suggestive features of the film.

The Fool, in his clownish role, reflects on human pain and voices truth while

he stands by Lear in his madness. Madness, as a dramatic device of the

Shakespearean stage, is a culturally constructed affliction that contains within it a set

ofvalues familiar to its audience and is made up of a kind ofunreality that is

characterized by an excess of reason. As an artist, Shakespeare used conventions that

were easily understood by those he aimed to entertain, such as a call for charity that

evoked public practice, the recognizable symbol ofTom as a Bedlam beggar, and the

belief that madness was a curable affliction. The playwright creates a language by

which madness can be articulated and understood beyond the visual spectacle of the

mad as a sideshow attraction. This language portrays Lear's condemnation ofhis

daughters that culminates in a storm which parallels the turmoil in his mind, and it
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also conveys Lear's emotional reality in madness. Drama is given a new voice on the

stage: "In the tragedies of the early seventeenth century, madness, too, released

drama; but it did so by liberating truth; madness still had access to language, to a

renewed language of explanation and reality conquered" (Foucault 115). Individuals

in a state ofmadness often experience a kind ofheightened awareness; Lear attains a

knowledge that surpasses his intelligence as rational monarch.
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Chapter Two

The Spirit of Life Resounding: Grigori Kozintsev's KorolLer

Shakespeare created his plays for the stage. With the advent of film

technology, there have been many adaptations ofKing Lear for the screen. In order

to adapt Shakespeare's work, the film makermust engage in a diachronic

collaboration with the original Shakespearean text to fulfill a creative bond between

artists who are working separately across time yet together through language and

visual image. Kozintsev's film version ofKingLear depicts Lear's increasing

disorientation as he loses his status as powerful monarch and focuses on the

disempowerment ofhumanity. Kozintsev appropriates the fundamental aspects of the

Shakespearean text - for example, Lear's madness symbolized by the storm and

contrasted by the Fool - and creates a new uniqueness by altering them to address

concerns of disempowerment and alienation in the twentieth-century Soviet Union.

For Kosintsev, the first challenge in making a film ofKing Lear was to cross

cultural and linguistic boundaries through translation. In "Notes on Translation,"

Boris Pasternak claims that translation serves "as amedium for the age-old

communion of cultures and peoples" (Pasternak, Notes, 187). In "Translating

Shakespeare," Pasternak compares a translation to a portrait, each ofwhich needs "a

lively and natural method of expression" (Pasternak 125). He believes that
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productions ofLear are always too noisy; they should quietly allow the metaphors to

elucidate meaning. He praises Shakespeare's "honest and concise rhythms," as well

as his use ofmetaphor "as a shorthand of the spirit" (Pasternak 128, 126). In his

struggle to find meaning in Shakespeare's works, Pasternak came to appreciate the

subtle statements apparent and sometimes not so apparent in the text. He writes,

"Shakespeare's chronicles abound in hints at the topical events ofhis day ... [his]

drama spoke in hints" (Pasternak 139). Using Shakespeare's text, Pasternak created

a Russian text which linguistically removes the story from the earlymodem period.

In the only available version of the film in North America, however, Pasternak's

work is lost because the English subtitles are direct quotations from the

Shakespearean text. The effect of these subtitles is described by Alexander Leggatt:

"they imply a closeness to the original that is quite misleading, and even viewers

with no Russian can spot moments when they obviously don't reflect what the actors

are saying" (Leggatt 79-80). It is clear that Kozintsev created his film using a

screenplay that is not accurately represented by the English language version of the

play and was working with the characteristics of the text he felt were closest to the

artistic concerns ofhis culture: "Freed from the literal surface ofShakespeare's text,

Kozintsev was able to find, on his own terms, a way of re-creating what he saw as its

essential spirit" (Leggatt 80). Kozintsev worked with Pasternak's translated text to

create a film that abounds in hints of the topical events ofhis day; his film contains

visual representations ofhis political concerns.

Kozintsev's King Lear is concerned with a relationship between individuals

and larger social realities. His film focuses on a peasant culture and appeals to the
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interests, prejudices, and problems ofordinary people in the twentieth-century Soviet

Union. He was working on his film at the same time that Peter Brook was creating

his 1971 film version ofLear, and the two directors maintained a correspondence.

Their letters and Kozintsev's diaries on the making of the film were published in

King Lear: The Space ofTragedy. Brook describes their filmmaking goals: "I am

sure from what 1 understand of your intentions we are both trying to tell the same

story. But with very different means within very different cultures" (Kozintsev,

Tragedy, 241). Kozintsev himselfacknowledged the influence ofhis political

environment on his work. In Shakespeare: Time and Conscience, he wrote ofhis

production ofHamlet, "However much we might try to reproduce the English or the

Danish world, the film - if it turns out - will be Russian" (Kozintsev, Shakespeare,

243). InKorol Ler, he succeeded in creating an atmosphere that addresses the post

Stalin concerns ofRussian artists and writers.

Change and progress in theatre and art in the first half of the twentieth

century had a significant influence on Kozintsev's work on the stage and in film, as

did Russian literature and Japanese theatre. His work with other artists was

motivated by political and social commentary on the Russian state. Kozintsev began

his film career in the early 1920s, shortly after the Russian Revolution. His works

were considered avant-garde. Primarily influenced by the artistic movements of

Futurism and Cubism, their focus was on juxtaposition. Collick describes Futurism

as amovement which "sought to destroy the constraints of a liberal, rational

perception of reality as fixed and immutable by using violent and fragmentary forms

drawn from the machine age" (Collick 118). Barbara Leaming, a biographer of
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Kozintsev, describes his style as a "radical, irreverent sensibility" that was evident in

even his earliest works (Leaming 19). It was during this time that Kozintsev met and

became partners with Leonid Trauberg, another young artist. They founded the

Factory of the Eccentric Actor (FEKS), a theatre company which quickly became

renowned for its edgy work. FEKS productions were influenced by the work of

Futurist artist and filmmakerVsevolod Meyerhold, whose partner, the designer

Sergei Eisenstein, came to work with Kozintsev and Trauberg. Their productions

were fragmented and demonstrated multiple views of reality, none ofwhich held any

authority over the others. They quickly moved from theatrical production to film,

making seven films between 1924 and 1929.

Beginning in the late 1920s Stalin exerted influence over and oppressed

artists. Neither FEKS nor the work ofKozintsev and his collaborators were

unaffected. Until Stalin's death in 1953, the work ofKozintsev and Trauberg was

subject to political attack. In a state committed to socialist realism Meyerhold was

branded a formalist and was executed in 1940. Eisenstein's Ivan the Terrible was

suppressed because of "its 'excessive' concentration on the psychology of the Tsar"

(Collick 123). The Central Committee of the Communist Party attacked the films of

Kozintsev and Trauberg because the directors refused to acknowledge the national

achievements ofRussia; their last collaborative film, Simple People, was made in

1945 but not released until 1956 when policies were relaxed after the death of Stalin.

The effect of Stalin's oppression on the Soviet Union's artists was an increasing

alienation from society (Collick 122). The alienation of the protagonist became a

primary focus ofKozintsev' s work.
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After 1953, with his collaboration with Trauberg over and Stalin's reign

ended, Kozintsev made three more films: Don Quixote, Hamlet, and King Lear. He

desired to create a radical rereading of the works by setting them in a certain

historical moment and challenging their position in a critical tradition. His films

"directly acknowledge the process whereby Shakespeare is constructed, in cinema,

from a wide range of cultural materials. What Kozintsev tried to do was to

consciously realign this tradition, removing Hamlet and King Lear from the clutches

of the Symbolists, Romantics, and Realists" (Collick 131). In this way, Kozintsev

was working not only with the Shakespearean text, but also within the historical and

political forces that influenced avant-garde Russian film in the twentieth century.

One ofFEKS most successful films was The Youth ofMaxim, a story of a

young man's initiation into political consciousness. It has become renowned for its

use of sound and music to create meaning, its creation of coherent space through

montage, and its use ofhistory to represent truth (Learning 71-72). The significance

of the film is that although there is only one man, one Maxim, he stands for many.

"In spite ofhis apparent individuations, Maxim is, in essence, mass man" (Learning

72). In King Lear, Kozintsev used similar means to portray Lear's loss ofpower.

He avoids the image of a faceless military power in which all countenances are

identical and unaccountable; his goal was to portray the decay of a regal power,

which evokes sympathy first for one man and then for all humanity. In the actor who

portrayed Lear he desired someone who could convey "suffering turning to

sympathy for the next man, and then to sympathy for the most distantman" _

(Kozintsev, Tragedy, 47). In this way, Lear, like Maxim, stands for all humanity.
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The sorrow ofall humanity, however, can not be contained in themind of one man.

As Lear responds to the pain of others "there appears a feeling of the bond between

one man and humanity, an impression of the unity ofhis sorr<?w and the sorrow of

millions ofpeople. Lear feels this; he has seen the real picture of life. He goes mad,

and becomes wise" (Kozintsev, Shakespeare, 75). Kozintsev portrays Lear's descent

into madness by highlighting the disjunction between classes and the relationship

between oppression and power, thus integrating some of the ideals of the artistic

movements influential to other prominent Russian artists and intellectuals involved

inFEKS.

In the diachronic collaboration between Kozintsev and Shakespeare, the artist

is influenced not only by the Renaissance, but also by art that has been created since

then. Kozintsev was influenced by Russian writers as well as by Shakespeare.

"Gogol and Dostoyevsky showed the power of combining history with ordinary

everyday life, horror with vulgarity, and laughter with despair" (Kozintsev, Tragedy,

93). This is evident in Kozintsev's use of struggling humanity and the stoic nobility

that conflict with Lear's happy demeanour in the opening scene of the film.

Kozintsev used Dostoyevsky's art to define the horror that he strove to represent.

Collick claims that "it is possible to trace connections between the Russian

understanding of Shakespeare and the powerful and horrific dramas of alienation

produced by writers like Dostoyevsky" (Collick 113). Kozintsev believes the

strength ofRussian literature is that it "has not been afraid of the most extreme forms

ofoppression" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 216). Despite its depiction of oppression and

alienation, however, he believed in a hopeful outcome.
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The force ofpassion in Noh theatre, Zen philosophy, and the works ofAkira

Kurosawamade a distinct impression on Kozintsev and he was inspired by the

elegance of Japanese culture. Many of the characteristics ofNoh theatre, which are

discussed at length in Chapter Three, were incorporated by Kozintsev into his films,

includingKorol Ler. In 1928, Kozintsev watched a Kabuki performance in Russia.

He was struck by its "force ofpassion, the completeness of form" (Kozintsev,

Tragedy, 5). This introduction to Japanese art led him to a Noh production, where he

felt he learned and understood "the art of classical drama" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 7).

The use ofmasks in the Noh theatre seemed profoundlymoving to Kozintsev; he felt

the significance of the mask was "a special theme in the art ofour times" (Kozintsev,

Tragedy, 8). When he had the opportunity to discuss the traditions of the Noh theatre

and Zen philosophy with Kurosawa, he learned that in everymask "there was a

hidden sign of character or spiritual state" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 13). Kozintsev

incorporated the meaning of the mask into Korol Ler by opening the film with Lear

entering in "a mask ofpower" that is evident in his confidence and energy. His

power divorces him from reality; his loss ofpower comes about from shifts in his

role, just as the Noh mask is altered by subtle shifts in movement. His initial

confidence allows for no indication of the suffering that is to come. Kozintsev

incorporated his understanding of Japanese philosophy and Noh theatre into his film

in the face of Lear and the spatial representation ofLear's environment.

Kozintsev was greatly influenced by Kurosawa's film adaptations of

Dostoyevsky's The Idiot and Shakespeare's Macbeth, called Throne ofBlood. The

intertextuality in Kurosawa's films, particularly theirmelding ofNoh and
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Shakespearean conventions, was inspiring to Kozintsev, and his own films "mark an

intertextual site, the collision of cultures and traditions" (Learning 104). In Throne of

Blood, Kozintsev recognized the influence ofNoh theatre, as well as Kurosawa's use

of the spatial to convey a sense of endless possibility. Stephen Buhler describes the

title ofKozintsev's diary on the making of Lear: "The Soviet director could write

about 'The Space ofTragedy' in Lear in part because the Japanese director had

established it as central to his vision ofMacbeth" (Buhler 168). Kozintsev's location

forKorol Ler was selected to convey this idea of limitless expanse.

Kozintsev's Lear highlights the spatial arrangement of the landscape and the

alienation of the peasant class. The landscape creates a visual counterpart for the

internal experience of the characters. The film opens with hauntingmusic and a

close-up of a mass ofpoor beggars hobbling on bare feet, moving slowly across a

desolate and chilling landscape. One is struggling to push a body in a cart; two more

are on crutches. The carnera pulls back slowly to show this downtrodden group

struggling to reach the summit of a large hill. Their faces are empty except, perhaps,

for a look ofgrim determination. To Kozintsev, the scene must display a cruel and

cold world. But, he claims, "There is no beginning and no end to life. In order to get

the feeling of cold one must also convey warmth. The spark of life still

smouldering" (Kozintsev 83). It is in the scenes with the peasants that the spirit of

life resounds in their determination, despite their obvious struggle and strife. As the

scene shifts to the castle, the other characters stand solemnly and quietly. Their

demeanour "should be as similar as possible to contemporary diplomatic receptions:

polite inscrutable faces; the savage animal beings are hidden behind a civilized
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exterior" (Kozintsev 42-43). The inscrutability of the noble class and the

representation of the common life of the lower class are each conveyed with a

blankness that contradicts reality, and each contrasts with Lear's character at the

opening of the film.

Lear enters, and, in opposition to both the peasants on the hill and the

characters who await him, he is laughing, secure in his power and position. At the

beginning of the film, Lear idolizes himself, and his impressions are formed by

external appearance. An awareness ofhis position is heightened by the images of the

struggling beggars that are used repeatedly in the film. At the end of the first scene,

they surround the castle on a hilltop and bow down to Lear; at the beginning of the

fourth scene they are shown traveling down the hill and along a riverbed. Their

world is grey, and contains no place for the trappings of amonarch's life. Kozintsev

asks, "What place has purple and gold here? ... Beggars wander through the mud in

amurky twilight from village to village" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 83). Lear's perception

is altered when he comes to realize his world is false.

Everything surrounding the King was artificial and ostentatious. The mirror

of apprehension became tarnished and crooked. The world changed, but the

tarnished and crooked worldlet [sic formicrocosm?] of the consciousness of

theman screening himself from life remained the same. The images of these

two worlds appear in the very beginning. (Kozintsev, Shakespeare, 63)

The opening scene juxtaposes the riches of Lear as powerful leader with the

desperation of the powerless.
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The contrast between Cordelia and her sisters is immediately visible in the

opening scene. Goneril and Regan, heavyset and stem, enter together and stand

shoulder to shoulder. Cordelia, more fair and graceful of step, runs in lightly and

seems carefree. Before Lear speaks, there is a longmoment of stillness and

apprehension, where the onlymovement is that of Lear's finger across a large map.

The crowds of thousands wait outside of the castle; "[t]he old man, who is no

different from them, seems to them like a god as he now bends over the map"

(Kozintsev, Tragedy, 36). In professing their love to their father, Goneril and Regan

both appear anxious. Cordelia's asides are heard on the soundtrack. When Cordelia

tells Lear she loves him according to her bond, no more or less, Lear's rage is

evident, and threatens to spill out from the face that was smiling onlymoments

before. Lear's decision to ban Cordelia is conveyed not only to those in the room, but

also to the throngs ofpeople who stand outside and wait for his pronouncement. Lear

stands on the parapet, on the edge of a cliff that foreshadows his fall, and condemns

his daughter to the "people without rights, the crowds in their thousands, [who] await

their fate outside the confines of the castle" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 36). Other

characters join this throng ofhumanity in tum: Edgar as Poor Tom, Gloucester as a

blind man, and Lear as a confident leader deteriorating into a state ofmadness.

Kozintsev's film uses visual aspects of the cinematic to emphasize the

disempowerment ofhumanity. He focuses on the chaos of tyranny to demonstrate

how abuse and contempt ofpower can be used to show sympathy for humankind.

The barren atmosphere evident from the beginning of the film is heightened

by the visual presentation of the storm. To produce the storm scene on camera,
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Kozintsev's team searched for a setting that evoked an image ofbleakness that could

serve as a symbol for Lear's feeling of rejection and loss. For Kozintsev, the storm

is "the figurative expression of the fall of the old order, and of the transformation of

the solid into splinters, of the worshipped into the despised" (Kozintsev,

Shakespeare, 66). As such, it is a reflection ofKozintsev's contemporary political

concerns. After Lear is rejected by Regan, black clouds blow across the landscape.

The storm is represented by the poundingmusic while Lear and the Fool are seen,

small and alone, in a barren field. Kozintsev searched for months to find a location

for the storm that would convey the isolation of Lear. After weeks of looking for the

perfect space, the camera crew climbed to the top of a ridge and discovered "a quite

unbelievable meadow" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 129). He describes it thus:

It was covered as far as the horizon with uniform light grey, almost white

layers, curving a little at the edges, and the rhythm of this endless repetition

of curving lines was so clear that it was as ifmolten lava had suddenly been

frozen and the waves of ash had turned to stone ... Now it was no longer

only the wind machines and sheets ofwater which defined the image, but the

very rhythm of this dead earth. (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 129,131)

The scene serves to bring the man and the storm together. The landscape for Lear's

descent into madness is fragmented and without spatial coherence. The storm

reinforces the disjointed consciousness ofLear's incoherent actions, for example, his

reluctance to enter the hovel and the tearing offof his clothes. The riverbed is dry,

flat and barren. The bleak and desolate landscape is as timeless as Lear's despair

after the disintegration ofhis power.
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In a letter to Yuri Yarvet, the actor who plays Lear, Kozintsev describes

Lear's relationship to the storm and how he wants the actor to respond to it.

The storm is not only the weather in which we are shooting, but also your

partner. Get to know it. The closer the relationship you have with it, themore

expressive it will be. Listen to its answers (thunder) look into its eyes

(lightning), even if it deafens and blinds you. Grasp the points of contact, the

face-to-face fits of exultant evil. This is the dialogue, the action. The usual

interpretation of this scene as representing the chaos of the hero's spiritual

world through the boisterousness of the elements seems to me to be literary

and static. Here themost important things are movement and conflict. The

main concern is not chaos (madness), but the fight against chaos: what is the

reason for breaking all links, for the inhumanness of it all? ... Lear converses

with the elements straight-forwardly, as an equal; he demands their sympathy

and gets angry with them for being heartless ... he turns to the world as a

whole, to nature itself. (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 231-32)

The storm is significant to the film not because it represents Lear's descent into

madness, rather because it represents Lear's fight against madness. The "movement

and conflict" are represented by the music as well as the elements. Yarvet, as Lear,

talks "to the skies as an equal: the clouds are as white as he is; the character of the

storm is like a king's" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 44). By creating a visual likeness

between Yarvet and the storm, Kozintsev heightens the similarities between the two,

thus drawing attention to the difficulty of Lear's fight against madness. Kozintsev

believes the storm and the man merge and then divide into two opponents who argue
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with one another. He personifies the storm by drawing parallels between the man and

the storm that are conveyed in visual ways: "grey (sky grey) hair, grey (like grey

hair) sky with dishevelled clouds; the sky also cries - we must shoot far off rain so

that the tonality of the face, the clouds and hair is one and the same" (Kozintsev,

Tragedy, 233). The mask ofpower that Lear wears in the first scene is a personality

that will reveal itself through its shift into madness, when Lear becomes an

unaccomodated man.

As in Shakespeare's play, Lear's descent into madness is represented by the

turmoil of the storm. In 1808, Charles Lamb wrote, "the Lear of Shakespeare cannot

be acted. The contemptible machinery by which theymimic the storm which he goes

out in, is notmore inadequate to represent the horrors of the real elements, than any

actor can be to represent Lear" (Barnet 249). Surely, though, an actormay be capable

of representing oneman's descent into insanity, regardless of inadequate special

effects. Lamb was, obviously, referring to a stage production; cinema, however,

creates new possibilities for portraying a natural event. Wind and rainmachines can

create a realistic storm. Kozintsev questions, however, whether a realistic storm is

more important than the upheaval in Lear's mind:

The flashing of lightning and torrents ofwater are very insignificant

manifestations; 'the storm' is a different reality into which the heroes have

been flung together with the landscape which has been discovered... Is [bad

weather] really the essence of the scene? The more exactly the bad weather is

reproduced, themore 'prosaic' will it appear. (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 228)
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The landscape and the inner turmoil ofLear's mind are as important as the physical

manifestation of the storm to depict a tragedy highlighted by the music which

represents its noise and thunder.

During the third act, Korol Ler continues to represent humanity by showing

throngs ofpeople who are mad and/or disenfranchised. When Lear enters the hovel,

Edgar, as Poor Tom, is already inside. He is accompanied by numerous others, so

many that there is barely room to sit in the hovel. They become the audience for

Lear's speech against injustice to "Poor naked wretches" (3.4.28-36). In the play

their "houseless heads and unfed sides" are in Lear's imagination. In the film they

are beside him, "packed into a dark hovel where they have taken refuge from the

storm" (Leggatt 82-83). Kozintsev was inspired by a scene from Dostoyevsky's

Notes from the House of the Dead: "Imagine a room about twelve paces long ...

there are perhaps as many as a hundred people crammed into it the soot, dirt and

cramped bodies are such that there isn't even room for one's feet it is dark and

dirty ... bent backs, shaven heads, twisted arms, legs" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 193).

The same men become the audience for the mock trial of3.6. For Kozintsev, the

characters who were isolated in the play - Lear, Edgar, and the Fool- become part

of a society.

Kozintsev's Fool differs in appearance from a traditional Shakespearean Fool

and his clownish purpose is less evident than his role as purveyor of truth. As

mentioned in Chapter One, in the play there is evidence that the Fool is clothed in a

motley coat, the traditional costume of the court jester. He also refers to his coxcomb

(1.4.103), "a cap worn by a professional fool, like a cock's comb in shape and
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colour" (OED, coxcomb). InKorolLer the Fool is clothed simply. Kozintsev wanted

to divorce his Fool from all appearances usually associated with clowning. "There

should be no grimaces, funny faces, no chequered costume, no coxcomb cap ...

There should be no eccentricities, not the slightest kind ofvirtuosity in the singing

and dancing" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 71). Rather than emphasizing the Fool's clownish

characteristics, the focus is on his tormented eyes and a spirit that is unbroken

despite abuse. Kozintsev compares him to the boy from Auschwitz who was beaten

so that he would playmerrier tunes (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 72). The purpose in

clothing him simply is to call forth laughter not because he is clownish but because

he speaks the truth. His truth creates an incongruity for his observers; this

incongruity evokes a laughter borne ofdiscomfort.

As Lear descends into madness, the relationship between him and the Fool

alters from one where the Fool is Lear's property to one where Lear shows genuine

concern for his welfare. Kozintsev explains the opposition between the King and the

Fool: "It is not the King and the Fool, but the strong and the weak, the rich and the

poor. The most elevated and the most debased. The debased one tells the elevated

one that he is a fool because he does not know his daughters. Everyone laughs; but it

is true" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 72). Everyone laughs because of the discomfort that the

Fool's truth creates; telling a king that he is a fool is inappropriate and creates

tension that is released through laughter. The Fool is portrayed as one ofLear's

possessions; when Lear goes to the house ofGoneril, the Fool is dragged along by a

rope tied around his neck (Leggatt 92). However, he also has license to speak freely

and acts as a kind ofmoral voice to Lear; "the Fool rides on the outside of Lear's
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carriage, shouting things his master does not want to hear until the king finally

hammers on the wall to silence him" (Leggatt 92). In this way, the Fool becomes the

conscience that Lear tries to avoid as a tyrannical monarch but comes to embrace as

he acquires knowledge of the folly and injustice ofhumanity.

In Kozintsev's film, as in Shakespeare's play, the Fool is emotionally isolated

in a world of injustice and oppression. Present to the end of the film, he "reappears

to help comment on the desperate condition ofhumanity" (Rothwell 191}. He plays

a flute throughout, and the music serves to contribute a sorrowful emotional level to

the action. The music has a "wailing, folk-like quality" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 204).

The wailing, however, is not loud, for Kozintsev came to understand Pasternak's

opinion that productions ofLear were "too noisy," and he allows the music to

conveyor challenge meaning quietly. The Fool is a sympathetic character in the

film; his sadness and exhaustion serve to demonstrate how much has been lost:

At the end of the film there is complete destruction of the country which the

King had wanted to bring happiness to. The soldiers carry the bodies of the

King and his daughter through the ruins; only one person accompanies them

- the exhausted Fool, hardly standing on two feet; he howls like a dog; in an

attempt to console himself he gets out his pipe from force ofhabit. Charred

remains, corpses, and in the silence the barely audible humming of the most

simple and sorrowful song. (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 243)

The Fool is as alienated in his loss as Lear is in his madness or Gloucester is in his

blindness. The Fool's pipe, which ordinarily serves to entertain and lighten the tone

ofhis words, becomes mournful and desolate but at the same time it recalls a time of
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hopefulness. The Fool continues to relate to and care about Lear. In a sense his

support lessens the alienation of each of them; his music is linked to internal feeling

rather than the external action. Kozintsev felt that this shot was powerful enough to

end the film, yet he ended it with Edgar and Kent to remain true to the original text.

Music plays a distinctive and important role in the film, particularlywith

regard to the Fool. Composer Dmitri Shostakovitch first worked with Kozintsev and

Trauberg in a 1929 film called The New Babylon. Their collaboration was artistically

successful, and Shostakovitch and Kozintsev continued to work together until

Kozintsev's death in 1973. Kozintsev felt that the weakness ofmusic in film prior to

1929 was due to the attempts of a composer to match the sound to the visual image.

Together, Shostakovitch and Kozintsev worked "not to match sound and image, but

to suggest a certain disjunction" (Learning 51). This approach fit well with the

fragmented approach to image used in FEKS works. An example ofmusical

incongruity in the film is the bells worn by the Fool to announce his arrival.

Kozintsev included them as a tribute to FEKS, far away yet distinct in moments of

silence. Kozintsev described the bell as "a beginning, the first note which calls the

tune for what is to follow. The bell is a tongue stuck out at pomposity and

grandiloquence; a contempt for'geometry'" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 119). He refers to

the bells as "a call sign of the conscience" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 72). The bells

highlight the common aspects of the Fool that are in opposition to the strength of

Lear as powerful monarch.

Kozintsev praises Shostakovitch's music as demonstrating goodness,

kindness, and mercy - qualities that Kozintsev felt are evident at the end of the play.
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He attempts to elucidate the meaning ofShakespeare's ideas by examining

Shakespeare's poetry, and concludes that Shakespeare, too, believed in a hopeful

outcome. OfKing Lear, he says:

Shakespeare saw a black cloud encroaching on history, a black death

threatening to annihilate history, to return it to primeval horror. And he

expressed it with all the demonic power of tragedy. But he also wrote ofhow

Cordelia found within herself the strength to say 'no,' and ofEdgar's brave

behaviour, and, first and foremost, of the fearlessness of Lear's thoughts.

(Kozintsev, Tragedy, 226)

Despite the sadness of the final scene, Kozintsev is careful to portray a kind of

optimism in Lear's words to Cordelia that is ultimatelymore powerful than the

cynicism and horror of a pessimistic outlook. Lear says to his daughter:

Come, let's away to prison;

We two alone will sing like birds i'the cage.

When thou dost ask me blessing I'll kneel down

And ask of thee forgiveness. So we'll live

And pray, and sing, and tell old tales, and laugh

At gilded butterflies, and hear poor rogues

Talk of court news. (5.3.8-14)

His words encapsulate his regret at their estrangement and his desire for them to live

optimistically. However, this passage is often interpreted as ironic, with Lear

renouncing his power because he has broken from reality. Kozintsev acknowledges

that these words may seem the foolish words of an old man, especially ifone sees
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two people on an empty stage with a few figures dressed in the uniforms of soldiers.

In the dimension of film, however, "it is no longer amonologue, but the climax of

the conflict ... the featherweight words gather strength and the two powerless

prisoners become the conquerors" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 224). Film changes the

rhythm of the Shakespearean text; the shifting background and the flow of the film

create a visual reality that differs from the stage performances that preceded it and

give Lear and Cordelia an image of strength and solidarity.

Kozintsev acknowledges that twentieth-century film makers work in a kind

of collaboration with Shakespeare when adapting his works for the screen. He felt

that the aura 0f Shakespeare's language was a poetry that existed before us and will

continue to be reinterpreted after we are gone. In discussing the creative relationship

between artists Kozintsev explains how art is furthered through diachronic

collaboration: "Not only do real sounds beget echoes in empty space, but art forms

also reverberate, in their own way, in the souls ofmen. If, moreover, these men are

artists, image responds to image. The creation of one art continues as it were, in

another" (Kozintsev, Shakespeare, 37). Kozintsev created his art to depict the

poetry of Shakespeare and to provide a visual image ofhis own agonized awareness

ofhuman alienation and disempowerment.
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Chapter Three

AWorld Without Heroism: Akira Kurosawa's Ran

In 1984, Akira Kurosawa, Japanese film director, screenwriter, and producer,

created Ran, a film that appropriates both the story of a Japanese feudal leader of the

sixteenth century and Shakespeare's King Lear. Kurosawa's approach alters the

cultural definition of the work and redefines the aura by placingKing Lear in the

context of feudal Japan. The story of Lear and his daughters becomes the story of

Hidetora Ichimonji and his three sons, Taro, Jiro, and Saburo. Hidetora descends

into madness as he divides his kingdom among his sons; the visual imagery of the

storm serves as a symbol ofhis loss of sanity; and his relationship with Kyoami, the

Fool, is a counterpoint to his mental state. Kurosawa's screenplay and film

appropriate the Shakespearean text to tell a story ofmadness, revenge, and

wretchedness in Samurai culture.

Translating a Shakespearean text into the Japanese language is a complex

process with linguistic and cultural limitations. In "Shakespeare and the Japanese

Stage" Andrea Nouryeh outlines the effects ofthese limitations:

Unlike European translations which can draw from common Christian

symbols, climate, and topography, and have linguistic correlatives, Japanese

translations must be adaptations in which much of the verse, imagery,

humour, and cultural context of the original play is lost. (Nouryeh 254)
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These problems are reiterated by Tetsuo Anzai in "DirectingKing Lear in Japanese

Translation": "it is simply impossible to recreate in Japanese the power and subtlety,

depth and wealth of Shakespeare's language" (Anzai 124). He presents the inherent

differences in the speed, stresses, and pauses of the Japanese language thatmake

transmission difficult and concludes that a straightforward or literal translation of

KingLear can not convey the same meaning and poetic beauty as the Shakespearean

text.

Translation difficulties, however, have not hindered the appropriation of

Western plays for Japanese theatre and film productions throughout the twentieth

century. Instead of translating the works literally, Japanese directors have

emphasized and made use of the "visual, nonverbal resources available in the

theatre" to portray the dramatic experience that is embodied within the work (Anzai

124). In this way, language, a feature of the Shakespearean play that contributes to

its aura, can be replaced in a film by the creative strategies of another artist and the

orientation of a different culture. Stage performances in Japan that reflect Japanese

social concerns often result in "a distillation of the play to its spiritual and emotional

essence" in which the text of the play becomes "a jumping-offpoint to explore its

universal themes" (Nouryeh 265-66). In Ran, Kurosawa has borrowed the essence of

King Lear; because his screenplay is not a straightforward translation of

Shakespeare's play, it corresponds to the history of Shakespearean production in

Japan.

Japan has a rich theatrical history in which dramatic movements such as

Kyogen, Noh, Kabuki, and Bunraku have enjoyed long periods ofpopularity, Many
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scholars have recognized the similarities between the conventions of the Noh,

Kabuki, and Elizabethan stages. Thematically, the focus is often on "familial bonds,

civil war, violence, bloodshed, betrayal and vengeance", while the narrative focuses

on "the heroic deeds and tragic mistakes ofhistorical or legendary figures" (Nouryeh

254). Despite these similarities, it was not until the 1970s that Shakespeare and Noh

were combined by directors such as Tadashi Suzuki and Yukio Ninagawa, who

staged theatrical performances that reflected Japanese concerns and interests: "By

identifying themes which had significance to Japanese mores and customs, and by

developing production styles which balanced Japanese stage traditions with western

realism, these directors bridged the chasm created by differences in language and in

culture" (Nouryeh 268). Directors such as Suzuki and Ninagawa were reacting

against the tradition ofshengeki, a dramatic form which emphasized translations of

European plays staged in western style that had become popular at the beginning of

the twentieth century. Shengeki performances did not take into account the social

concerns of Japan and were staged in colloquial Japanese. Kurosawa began using the

conventions ofNoh theatre in his films duringWorldWar II; by the time that he

began adapting Shakespearean plays for film, a movement to combine the

conventions of traditional Japanese theatre with the essence of a Shakespearean work

was already under way in Japan.

Aspects ofNoh, such as the use ofmasks and the main character's descent

into madness, are appropriated by Kurosawa for the story ofRan. Noh, translated in

English as "talent," is a theatrical tradition which is the display of an actor's talent in

a ritualistic performance (Keene 11). Created in the fourteenth century, Noh were
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presented to the aristocratic and warrior classes of feudal Japan. Traditionally, a Noh

performance is a day-long event which consists of five plays; the first is about a god,

the second a man, the third a woman, the fourth a descent into madness, and the fifth

the supernatural or demon world. Each play is centred on the main character, or

shite, who takes the role of a god in the first play, a man in the second, and so on

(Collick 167). The role of the character is represented by the mask that he wears. It is

difficult to overestimate the importance of the mask to the Noh tradition. The

significance is described by Donald Keene in his historical study of the classical

theatre of Japan: "The mask is the symbol of the Noh actor, and themoment when he

puts on a mask before a performance marks the transition from his daily existence to

the special realm ofhis art" (Keene 70). Noh masks stand for archetypes rather than

individual characters; examples include a young woman on the edge ofmadness, a

demon, or the ghost of an aged man" (Collick 144). In Ran, Kurosawa uses makeup

in the style ofNoh masks to portray Hidetora first as a warrior with power, and then

as an old man descending into madness.

Much of the emotion of the Noh performance, including that in the madness

play, is conveyed through gestures and movements, all ofwhich are planned to

reveal, rather than express, emotion. "Every passage in the text is given overtones by

the actor's movements, though none may directly represent the words" (Keene 81).

Even the movement of the eyes is significant to the emotion of the character (Keene

80). Kurosawamost often uses long camera shots in his film, but he demonstrates

Hidetora's madness at two keymoments by close-up shots that convey the madness

in the Great Lord's eyes: one when Hidetora is unable to find a dagger to commit
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ritual suicide, and the other when he lies in the field as though he is dead and has

passed into the spirit world. Stephen Phillips, in "Akira Kurosawa's Ran," describes

this scene:

Hidetora lies at peace in what he imagines is a grave. When woken by Saburo

he stares blissfully up at the sky. Saburo, Tango, and Kyoami follow his gaze,

and the camera shows us what he sees - another shot of cloud formations.

But this time the clouds are breaking up and the sky is becoming visible

through them once again. 'What a sky,' sighs Hidetora, 'Am I in the other

world? Is this paradise?' Kurosawa deliberately generates a false sense of

optimism. (Phillips 274)

Hidetora's belief that he has entered a supernatural world is representative of the

Noh theatre tradition ofusing madness as a way for the shite to evade possession by

otherworldly forces: "characters are perpetually invaded by animistic forces from the

spirit world; the beings force their hosts to transcend the social order through

madness" (Collick 166). At this moment, when the waning violence of the passing

storm contrasts with Hidetora's moment of seeming peace in madness, there is a

connection between the motion of the camera shot of the sky and the emotion in

Hidetora's face that portrays both quietness and vehemence existing together. The

same is true of Lear. He never becomes a babbling idiot like the mock Tom 0'

Bedlam. Instead, he embraces a heightened understanding that transcends the

rational plane. This juxtaposition is a goal of the Noh theatre.

Like the creation ofmadness in earlymodem England that is characterized

by an alternate state in which one attains wisdom, madness is not synonymous with
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insanity in a Noh performance. Often, madness results in a kind ofknowledge about

the world that recognizes and believes in the futility of existence and its inevitable

destruction. It is "by no means uncontrolled lunacy"; it embraces such emotions as

overpowering grief, jealous despair, or any excess of emotion (Keene 60). Hidetora

enters a state ofmadness as a result of an acquisition ofknowledge when he is

rejected by his sons and gains an awareness ofhis past ruthlessness. Like Lear, he is

transformed by madness, gains newfound understandings and sympathetic feelings,

and undertakes "willful and uncontrollable transgressions of the social order"

(Collick 168). In Noh, "someone who goes insane is denying the 'illusions' of the

material world" (Collick 168). When the third castle is destroyed, Hidetora, like

Lear, bears witness to the loss of life his actions have caused. He also understands

the allure ofpower and the lengths which those closest to him will go to obtain it. He

decides to take his own life but is unable to find a dagger to commit seppuku.

Kurosawa depicts madness through the use of the Noh-like traditions of thick, white,

mask-like makeup and Hidetora's rejection of the social order to which he had

contributed as leader. The intensity ofHidetora' s anguish is portrayed in the

controlled violence ofhis actions when he is confronted with the destruction he has

wrought.

Kurosawa uses aspects ofNoh to create a film connected to both the Japanese

feudal past and aWestern literary tradition, thereby appealing to audiences ofboth

East and West. Ran is a vividly colourful period piece that combines elements of

Sengoku Jidai, the sixteenth-century era of feudal Japan that depicts the Samurai

bushido (warrior's code and social function), through the story of Shakespeare's
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King Lear. Kurosawa appropriates Shakespeare's work rather than adapting it and

redefines the aura ofKing Lear by placing the story within his own aesthetic and

cultural understanding. Ran borrows elements of the story of Lear and his daughters

and the Japanese legend ofMotonari Mori to represent historical conditions ofpower

and self-destruction.

Ran begins with a boar hunt; the extensive open fields and close-up of the

animal immediately emphasizes the natural world. The camera then focuses on

Hidetora, who sees his prey, draws his bow, and aims his arrow. The image is

reminiscent of Lear's warning: "The bow is bent and drawn; make from the shaft"

and demonstrates Hidetora's confidence in his own ability (1.1.143). Hidetora's

image dissolves into a blood red title, where the Japanese kanji (ideogram) fills the

screen. Ran is usually translated into English as "chaos." It also, however, "conveys

additional connotations of revolt, upheaval, discord, turmoil, and anarchy" (Goodwin

196). The audience is given an immediate and powerful visual image through

Hidetora's confident stature and royal costume, which suggests that men of the

warrior class are all-powerful and accustomed to subduing nature.

Hidetora is called the Great Lord and is costumed in the robes of amonarch

with the mask-like makeup of a Noh warrior. Kurosawa describes Hidetora's

appearance in the screenplay: "His long white hair and beard billow in the wind; his

hawkish eyes shine in his sun-tanned face - the magnificent vision of a great warrior

who has survived hundreds ofbattles" (Ran 8). UnlikeKing Lear, in which the

audience is given no real information of Lear's past or his rise to power, the audience

learns of the half century of conquest that has led to Hidetora's control over a great
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expanse of territory. Discussing Shakespeare's play, Kurosawa comments on the

mystery ofLear's life preceding the opening scene:

What has always troubled me about King Lear is that Shakespeare gives his

characters no past ... In Ran, I've tried to give Lear a history. I try to make

clear that his powermust rest upon a lifetime ofbloodthirsty savagery.

Forced to confront the consequences ofhis misdeeds, he is driven mad. But

only by confronting his evil head-on can he transcend it and begin to struggle

again toward virtue. (Grilli 1)

Both Lear and Hidetora divide their kingdom in an attempt to prevent problems. Lear

claims "future strife / may be prevented now" (1.1.46-47), while Hidetora desires

"the House of Ichimonji and this land [to] stay secure" (Ran 16). Hidetora appears

more flawed than Lear because the audience becomes aware ofhis ruthless struggle

for power, whereas Lear struggles with old age and belated self-knowledge.

Kurosawa creates Hidetora's past to give the character a sense of self and the

audience an understanding of the history that led to his present dilemma. In his

biography ofKurosawa, Stephen Prince concludes that Kurosawa's legacy is defined

by his sensitivity to a historical moment and his visualization of the "myriad

intersections of self, culture, and history" (Prince 291). His work is characterized by

images of violence and death and the struggle of an autonomous protagonist who is

severed from the dominant cultural practice. Both Lear and Hidetora are segregated

from their worlds, but in an interpretation of Shakespeare's work from a different

cultural perspective, there is evidence that the practices ofKurosawa as a filmmaker

and the cultural tradition of the story give the film its uniqueness. Goodwin defines
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Kurosawa's cinema as "intertextual," which he defines as "amultidimensional

relation through which a particular text is intelligible in terms of the other texts that it

cites, reiterates, revises, and transforms" (Goodwin 9). As well as the cultural and

historical factors that influenced him, such as the Noh theatre, Kurosawa's film is

replete with images ofmadness from the Shakespearean text. Like Shakespeare's

play, Kurosawa's film examines the boundary between reason and unreason, cultural

perceptions ofmadness, and the creation of a delirious discourse.

Hidetora's actions at the beginning of the film, like Lear's in the play, cause

controversy and set in motion a series of tragic events. After the hunt, Hidetora and

his sons are seated at a camp. Hidetora reveals his plan to step down and cede

control ofhis dominion to his eldest son, Taro; he also grants regional control of two

smaller castles to Jiro and Saburo. Everyone present is dumbfounded, including

Fujimaki and Ayabe, two rivals who each want Saburo to marry their daughters.

They parallel Cordelia's suitors, the Duke ofBurgundy and the King ofFrance.

Saburo objects to his father's plan and calls it foolish. Hidetora banishes Saburo,

who then resides with Taro. Subsequently, Taro is manipulated by his wife, Kaede,

and he begins to resent his father's presence, so Hidetora leaves to live with Jiro.

After a falling out with Jiro, Hidetora takes his small army and sets up residence in

the third castle, unoccupied since Saburo's departure. Still under Kaede's guidance,

Taro declares his father mad, and, along with Jiro, destroys their father's army and

castle. Left to wander the hills in a storm, accompanied only by his Fool, Kyoami ,

Hidetora, betrayed by his family and haunted by the souls of those he has slain, slips

into madness. Taro is also slain in battle, leaving Jiro as ruler. News of the family's
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trouble quickly reaches Saburo, who comes to rescue his father. This sets up a

climactic battle between the two sons, with two of the former ruler's adversaries

waiting at the border in hopes that the familywill completely destroy itself. Other

characters in the film include: Sue, Jiro's wife, who serves as a symbol ofBuddhist

compassion; her brother, Tsurumaru, who was blinded by Hidetora so he could gain

control ofTsurumaru's family'S property; and Tango, Hidetora's retainer, who is

banished with Saburo yet remains loyal to Hidetora throughout.

Hidetora's two eldest sons, retainers, and rivals each pay him the respect of a

monarch, just as Lear's two eldest daughters, Kent, Gloucester, and his sons-in-law

initially treat Lear. InKing Lear, Cordelia expresses her reluctance, through asides,

to take on the same sycophantic role which Goneril and Regan fill with their abject

flattery of Lear in the first scene. Before Lear asks her to speak she says, "Then poor

Cordelia! / And yet not so, since I am suremy love's / More ponderous than my

tongue" (1.1.78-80). Her initial self-pity is replaced by the conviction that her love

for her father holds more significance than words. Neither Cordelia nor Saburo are

innocent victims; they each decide to redefine the game ofpower and love that their

fathers are playing. Like Cordelia, Saburo demonstrates a similar reluctance in the

opening scene ofRan. After Taro expresses his desire for Hidetora to retain power,

Saburo criticizes him: "Taro is surely talented at speeches. I could never know how

to use such sweet words. It is embarrassing to listen to him" (Ran 13). Kurosawa

explains Saburo's motive: "His words sound cruel and heartless, but behind the

seeming heartlessness there is love" (Ran 13). Misunderstanding Saburo's intention,

Hidetora uses the allegory ofMotonari Mori to explain his desire for his children to
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distribute power equally. The map that represents the division of Lear's kingdom

into three parts is paralleled in Ran by Hidetora's story of three arrows:

Hidetora: Bring me that quiver.

He takes three arrows from the quiver and hands one each to Taro, Jiro, and

Saburo.

Can you break these?

The three brothers accept the arrows with a dubious look, then break the

arrows with a snap. Thefather watches them, then hands them three arrows

more.

Now bundle these and try to break them.

None of the three can break them. Hidetora watches them.

A single arrow can easily be broken. But three arrows in a bundle cannot.

Even ifmishap befalls Taro and he cannot defend himself alone, if you put

your strength together, both the House of Ichimonji and this land will stay

secure. (Ran 15-16).

Taro and Jiro, like Goneril and Regan, react according to their father's wishes.

Saburo places the three arrows against his knee and shatters them, evoking his

father's rage just as Cordelia does when she tells Lear, "I love yourmajesty /

According to my bond, no more nor less" (1.1.92-3). Hidetora banishes Saburo: "Do

you intend to disregard your father's will and wishes? ... [T]hen, just as you wish, 1

cut the bond ofparent and child between us. From now on you are a complete

stranger to me" (Ran 17). This echoes Lear's condemnation ofCordelia: "Here 1

disclaim all my paternal care, / Propinquity and property ofblood, / And as a
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stranger to my heart and me / Hold me from this for ever" (1.1.114-7). In both cases,

the words are hubristic and the action an exaggeration beyond what is necessary.

Tango comes to Saburo's aid as Kent comes to Cordelia's, and each is banished. In

each work, a single act ofwhat is perceived to be disobedience to an aging

monarch's division ofhis kingdom sets off a series of events that leads to civic

turmoil and tragedy.

The dramatic experience ofmadness is instigated in Ran and King Lear by a

series of events in which Hidetora and Lear each willingly banish their youngest

child, then are betrayed and cast out by their two eldest children. Upon visiting Taro

and his wife, Kaede, Hidetora is forced to sit below them in a position that indicates

inferiority. This makes the enormity ofHidetora' s actions become real to him; he is

suddenly aware that by relinquishing his kingdom he has also relinquished his status

as ruler. Taro forces his hand by coercing him into signing a document in which he

willingly surrenders his power. In anger Hidetora shouts, "I will not stay in this

castle. I have another son" (Ran 28). The confrontation is like that ofLear with

Goneril. After Goneril has humiliated Lear by criticizing his retinue and forced him

into tears, Lear rages at her, "Hal Let it be so. I have another daughter" (1.4.312).

Taro sends a letter to Jiro warning him ofhis father's impending visit and warns him

that "it is dangerous to let our selfish father in the castle" (Ran 29). Jiro refuses to

give shelter to Hidetora and his retinue. Hidetora is full ofwrath, but he bursts into a

hysterical laugh, his face contorts painfully, and his gaze focuses on some distant

space as his descent into madness begins. Hidetora is driven into madness as Lear is

by Regan's rejection. Regan, warned by Goneril in a letter, emasculates Lear and the
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value ofhis authority by diminishing his need for an army until Lear cries: "I have

full cause ofweeping, but this heart / Shall break into a hundred thousand flaws / Or

ere I'll weep. 0 Fool, 1 shall go mad!" (2.4.283-85). Kurosawa appropriates the

dramatic essence of Lear's downfall to explore the ruin ofHidetora and his kingdom.

An immediately apparent difference between Ran and King Lear is the

gender of the protagonists' offspring. In Japanese culture, both historical and

contemporary, women are not permitted to reign as Emperor, and Kurosawa felt that

Japanese audiences would not take the film seriously if an attempt were made to

divide the Ichimonji kingdom among daughters. The names ofHidetora's sons are

significant in defining their particular roles in the Ichimonji structure; Taro translates

as "first son," Jiro as "second son," and Saburo as "third son." Even using sons in the

story, Kurosawa placed more emphasis on their role in the kingdom than on their

uniqueness of character. Each man is clothed in a different colour; Taro is dressed in

yellow, Jiro in red, and Saburo in blue, and their corresponding horses, soldiers and

banners are draped in the appropriate colour. These elements serve to "transform the

individuality of each son into his hierarchical position in the family system"

(Yoshimoto 357). Kurosawa's film focuses on the politics ofleadership as

something outside the realm ofboth personality and gender; although the stories of

Lear and Ran are parallel, in Ran the concerns of succession are inherently

masculine.

In contrast to the traditional masculine roles ofHidetora's sons, Kyoami, the

Fool in Kurosawa's film, challenges conventional gender roles. He is played by an

actor, Peter, who was revered throughout Japan for his transvestism and outrageous
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behaviour. Kyoami is within the domain of the Ichimonji patriarchy but he is

unarmed and defenseless and, therefore, emasculated. He does, however, have the

right to speak unchallenged. Kurosawa shaped his conception of the Fool's role

through his study of feudal Japanese culture:

Warlords of the period had people in their entourage ofvery low birth.

Depending on their particular skills, they would dance, tell jokes, entertain.

But their main function was to be a conversationalist. Through them, the

warlord would learn about what the people he governed were really thinking

... Kyoami can say anything he wants. (Goodwin 207)

At the beginning of the film, Kyoami sings and dances and provides entertainment.

He also points out the truth ofHidetora's actions and predicts dire consequences

after Hidetora begins to feel rejected in Taro's castle. Kyoami sings:

He gives away his house.

He gives away his fields ...

Our village chief is good natured.

He will end up a scarecrow in the paddy ...

God forbid! The fool is me ... (Points to himself)

· .. here to curry your favor, you illustrious laughingstock

· .. I am a fool. But you, my lord ... (Points to Hidetora)

· .. are another. You have lost all you have gained! (Ran 21)

Kyoami's song echoes the Fool's song in which the man who gratifies his appetites

will end up a beggar (3.2.27-35). Kyoami can speak the truth to Hidetora without the

fear of reprisal that befell Saburo and Tango. When Hidetora descends into
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madness, Kyoami parodies his delusions. His comments make his logic evident, "Go

mad! Go mad! In this mad world it is the sane who are mad!" (Ran 54). He begins to

treat Hidetora like a child and taunts his suffering. Kyoami is present throughout the

film, and it is he who gives voice to Kurosawa's vision ofhumanity endlessly

destroying itself: "Is there no God or Buddha in this world? Damnation! God and

the Buddha are nothing butmischievous urchins! ... Damn God! Is it so amusing to

hear human beings cry and scream?" (Ran 99). It is Kyoami who questions the

purpose ofhumanity and the role of a higher being in the suffering ofhumanity. His

role is relevant, though socially ambiguous, throughout the play; his role does not

become unnecessary as Shakespeare's Fool becomes in Lear's madness.

Kyoami is, at times, a reluctant follower as Hidetora descends into madness

and is altered from a powerful warrior to an old man. The Great Lord's appearance

completely changes: "his eyes are sunken; his wrinkles are deepened; his disheveled

white hair and beard stand on end" (Ran 71). He falls asleep in the grass and

Kyoami, gazing at him, speaks: "Why am I still serving such a crazy old man? If the

rock upon which you are seated starts to roll down a slope youmust jump off.

Otherwise you will be crushed together with the rock. Only fools remain on a falling

rock" (Ran 73). His words echo the profundity ofLear's Fool, though they are

straightforward in translation and lack Shakespeare's riddling complexity: "Let go

thy hold when a great wheel runs down a hill, lest it break thy neck with following.

But the great one that goes upward, let him draw thee after" (2.4.70-73). He

recognizes that he is obligated to stay with Lear: ""The knave turns Fool that runs

away, / The Fool no knave" (2.4.83-84). These lines indicate the Fool's
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unwillingness to be unfaithful to Lear's wisdom; his obligation to stay with Lear is a

moral one. Believing the complete downfall ofHidetora to be inevitable, Kyoami

begins to leave but Hidetora awakes. As Kyoami realizes Hidetora's helplessness he

sighs and resigns himself to his role as protector; Lear's Fool bears the same

obligation.

Like Shakespeare's Fool, Kyoami serves as a counterpoint to his master's

mental state. Kyoami's crazy behaviour while his Lord is in possession ofpower

becomes more rational as Hidetora sinks into madness. Kyoami tries to bring

Hidetora back to reality. He explains: "Heaven and earth have turned upside down. I

was mad and made him laugh before. But now he is mad and makes me laugh.

Come, do not be silent. Say something. You speak ofnonsense; I speak of truth"

(Ran 78). He begins to question Hidetora, trying to bring him back into a state of

reality. As Hidetora engages in a random dialogue with the Fool he suddenly cries

Saburo's name. Kyoami looks hopeful but then Hidetora exclaims, "Oh, it hurts." It

is as if reality is too painful; Hidetora can not face the world he has lost nor can he

admit his wrongs. Kyoami's attempts to make Hidetora see reality are parallel to the

Fool, Edgar, and Kent's attempts to placate Lear by holding amock trial in 3.6; they

encourage Lear to confront his (imaginary) daughters with the hope that it will serve

as a kind of catharsis that will allow him to face reality. They suffer with Lear:

Who alone suffers suffers most I' th' mind,

Leaving free things and happy shows behind;

But then the mind much sufferance doth 0'erskip

When griefhath mates, and bearing fellowship.
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How light and portable my pain seems now,

When that which makes me bend makes the King bow. (3.6.103-108)

Edgar's words, like Kyoami's, demonstrate that he, the Fool, and Kent have long left

behind carefree times and will endure the King's hardships and protect him. Kyoami

displays the emotion of sadness and frustration after seeing the Great Lord deny

reality. He begins to cry, then shouts, "All human beings cry when they are born.

They die after they have cried enough" (Ran 78). His words emphasize Hidetora's

suffering and foreshadow his impending fate.

Hidetora's suffering is also emphasized by Kurosawa's portrayal of the

storm. As in Shakespeare's play and Kozintsev's film, exterior weather shots are

used to indicate scene changes. In the opening scene ofRan, "the clouds climb up

magnificently into the blue sky ... shining brilliantly in the afternoon sun" (Ran 10).

After Saburo and Tango are banished, the exterior shot shows thunderheads "[a]bout

to dissolve into rain, the clouds trail over the setting sun" (Ran 17). In the build-up to

the destruction of the third castle, Hidetora realizes that he has relinquished his

power to Taro and Jiro, who have ordered the farmers not to assist him in any way.

He learns that Fujimaki has turned against him and that he must find shelter. As the

scene changes, the viewer becomes aware of time passing as the field becomes dark

with clouds building up and hanging over it. In the following battle the third castle

bums, Kurogane kills Taro, and Hidetora staggers out of the ruins, alive only

because he could find no dagger with which to commit seppuku. Hidetora emerges

from the castle in a cloud of smoke which is blown by ever-increasing winds. He is
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driven into the countryside as the storm reaches its most fierce state, described by

Kurosawa in his stage directions:

Black clouds descend like swooping dragons. Then they break into a

thousand shreds that race and fly. Rain and lightning strike the earth ... The

very wilderness of insanity. A small shadow wandering in the mad gales, in

the downpour, among the thunderclaps and the lightning bolts. (Ran 52)

Like Lear, Hidetora is condemned to the countryside because it is a natural world,

where the old are overcome by the young. Hidetora, left to wander in a storm that

mirrors his condition, rails against the fates.

Kurosawa often uses mist and wind at moments of conflict which are noisy,

as in the battle that destroys the third castle, and quiet, as when Hidetora slips into

despondence. Stephen Prince, in The Warrior's Camera, explains this technique with

reference to Japanese culture; in Japan, "traditions ofnature veneration are very old.

Kurosawa's films partake of these traditions and treat the physical environment in a

highly active way: rain and wind are passionate indices ofhuman character in his

work" (Prince 17). While madness is represented by turmoil, the anguish of the final

scene is portrayed by a quiet desperation. As the action of the final battle begins, the

weather is indicative of a preternatural calm. Kurosawa describes the scene thus:

"This vast field is quiet. The sun is setting on the ridge of the mountain. The reddish

sunlight has already begun to dye the summer grass. Heaven is preparing a

magnificent sunset" (Ran 93). In the final scene the light of day fades until

Tsurumaru stands on the edge of the precipice in near darkness.
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Kurosawa's interpretation ofKing Lear is one without hope; and, ultimately,

Hidetora's world is one without heroism. The director's depiction ofhumanity as

violent and self-destructive is represented by the battle, the burning castle, and the

deaths ofHidetora, his sons, Kaede, and Kurogane. His ultimate hopeless vision of

humanity is demonstrated by the blind Tsurumaru. It is possible to view the last

scene ofKing Lear as ending hopefully; Edgar has found compassion through "the

art ofknown and feeling sorrows" (4.6.218) and is poised to take over the throne

(Foakes 392). Fujimaki likewise is poised to take over the Ichimonji throne, but he

is prepared to continue the war to achieve the role ofleader. As dusk falls over the

castle, it darkens "the figures of these humans who have seen hell in this world"

(Ran 106). In the distance, on the top of the stone walls of the destroyed castle,

Tsurumaru's figure becomes clear. He carries the scroll of the Amitabha, a figure of

hope for humanity, as he makes his way along the wall with his cane. He comes to

the edge ofwall, falters, and the Amitabha falls into the charred remains of the

castle. "Against the background of the last glow of evening, the small figure of

Tsurumaru is standing alone on the lofty stone wall in the remains of the castle"

while the music ofhis flute plays in the background, recalling the haunted music of

the Fool in Kozintsev's film (Ran 106). Unable to forgive, the character is left, small

and alone, without guidance. Kurosawa's final stage direction is one of despair and

melancholy that he sums up in one final word that stands alone at the bottom of the

page: "Wretchedness!"

A long camera shot is used in the final scene so that Tsurumaru is seen from

a distance. This is a technique used repeatedly in the film, most notably in the battle
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scenes and the storm scenes. Kurosawa's extensive use of the long shot creates "the

sense ofdetachment that positions the spectators as distant observers of a drama of

massive destruction" (Yoshimoto 357). Kurosawa's camera techniques serve to

lengthen this distance by setting the action as far back as possible, thereby

positioning the audience to witness the vast hopelessness. This wretchedness,

isolated by Kurosawa at the end of the film, is apparent from the beginning. In the

confrontation between Hidetora and his youngest son, Saburo angers his father by

insinuating that Hidetora is either senile or mad, then describes his perspective on

humanity and criticizes Hidetora's past actions:

First, just what do you think this world is? This is a world where men's evil,

cruel instincts are exposed, where you cannot live unless you throw aside

your humanity and all noble feelings! ... You have spilled so much human

blood you cannot measure it. You have lived withoutmercy or pity. But,

Father, we, too, are children of this degraded age of strife. (Ran 16)

Throughout the conflict of the initial scene, the camera uses a long shot so that all the

members of the Hidetora's family and entourage are visible. This serves to make the

pessimistic view voiced by Saburo less about him and his opinion and places the

emphasis on the society represented by all the men who are present on the side of the

mountain. Kurosawa uses long sweeping shots ofMount Fuji and the changing sky

to render human characters insignificant in the face ofnature and society in ways

that would never be possible in a stage production.

Hidetora believes existence is futile and succumbs to madness in a state of

despair. Kurosawa constructs a vision ofmadness, shot from a distance to emphasize
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the power of the natural world and the downfall of a society, which is ultimately

pessimistic. Tango describes a world without heroism:

The evil of the human beings ... the stupidity of the sinful creatures, who

believe their survival depends on killing others, repeated again and again

throughout all time ... Even God or the Buddha cannot save us from it ...

This is nothing unusual in this mortal world. Human beings seek sorrow, not

happiness, and prefer suffering to peace. (Ran 99)

There is no redemption from this tragic outlook. Kurosawa's Ran has an authenticity

that is uniquely different from Shakespeare's text. His story of the Ichimonji empire

is a reflection of Japanese samurai culture that addresses heroism and tragedy, while

also allowing Shakespeare's art to reverberate throughout the film.
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Conclusion

As Lear is rejected by his daughters and forced into the storm, he undergoes

a kind of ritual exile. In King Lear, Korol Ler, and Ran, the protagonist is watched

over by those who care for him but is essentially alone in madness so that he may

discover the truth. Despite its social construction, madness isolates Lear so that he

might gain wisdom: "Madness deals not so much with truth and the world, as with

man and whatever truth about himselfhe is able to perceive" (Foucault 27). In King

Lear, Lear learns to have empathy for others and voices the need for charity. In

Korol Ler, the need for charity and compassion is heightened by the beggars who

share Lear's exile and serve as the audience for his revelations. In Ran, Hidetora is

confronted by those on whom he has inflicted physical and mental suffering and is

forced to recognize the damage his actions have caused. In exile from his kingdom,

each man attains knowledge.

In madness, the boundary between normal and excessive is crossed; these

traits are evident in King Lear and each of the film productions. In earlymodem

England, madness was viewed as curable, yet the mad were often marginalized and

held in disdain. The need for charity that Lear becomes aware of in his madness is

designed to elicit pity from an audience to whom the conditions ofBedlam were

socially relevant and often a source of entertainment. Shakespeare challenges the

class-divided view of society by isolating Lear in madness and questioning his role

as monarch. Kozintsev heightens this aspect of the play; Kurosawa emphasizes the
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role and position ofHidetora and his sons. In all three works, the protagonist defies

expectation by ceding his kingdom and strives for mental balance and composure in

the face of ingratitude from the children who diminish his political position and

identity as ruler and father. Also, the protagonist is accompanied on his journey into

madness by the Fool, who acts as a counterpoint to the former monarch's mental

state and enjoys a license that allows him to speak freely. Although Shakespeare's

Fool disappears at the end of3.6, both Kozintsev and Kurosawa chose to have him

remain to the end of the film. After rejection from his children, Lear is forced into

the storm which parallels his mental state; the dislocation between normal and mad is

evident by wind and rain. In Kozintsev's film, the storm is used to represent Lear's

fight against madness, while Kurosawa uses it to convey the strength of the natural

world. Madness and the works that portray it are influenced by social and cultural

conditions.

In appropriating KingLear for the screen, Kozintsev and Kurosawa each

faced the challenge of translating the Shakespearean work to capture the essential

spirit of the play, while portraying their own social concerns. For example, in Ran

many ofKyoami's speeches parallel Shakespeare's Fool, but Kyoami's words are

not a literal translation of the words of Lear's Fool. Translating the play into a

foreign language necessitates an alteration of Shakespeare's poetry. Ran has been

criticized for its straightforward language. One critic complained that "This is

essentially Shakespeare drained of its poetry, stripped of its human dimension, and

forced within a schematic framework derived from quite different attitudes or

preoccupations" (Peter Ackroyd, qtd in Phillips 267). This is a narrow-minded view
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ofwhat Shakespeare can be and what Kurosawa's film is. Locating the playwithin a

different cultural framework should lead to an expansion ofour ideas about

Shakespeare; it need not be viewed as a flawed re-creation. In many ways, the role of

the translator is as important as the role of the original author. Pasternak wrote that

"the translator must confine himself to a vocabulary which is natural to him ... Like

the original text, the translation must create an impression of life and not of

verbiage" (Pasternak, Notes, 125). A Shakespearean film presented in a foreign

language poses a theoretical challenge to view Shakespearean production in a

different way. "If the ideal Shakespeare performance preserves the unadulterated text

then any production in a foreign language is automatically inferior" (Collick 151).

The alteration of Shakespeare's poetry in translation and the different framework of

the films lead to a new understanding of the play that melds with the similarities in

structure to King Lear. Beyond that, there are similarities in the experience that is

created visually and occurs beyond translation.

When filmmakers such as Kozintsev and Kurosawa appropriated classic

literary works for the screen, they did so by using elements of their own cultures to

reinterpret the work. In his diary, Kozintsev describes Kurosawa's film The Idiot,

based on Dostoyevsky's novel. He describes the effect of seeing the film set in a

different culture:

Kurosawa's Idiot, I thought, was amiraculous transformation of a classic on

to the screen ... [T]he action of the film takes place in contemporary Japan.

Everything is different. A steamer instead of a train, a buddha instead of a
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cross, every custom is typical of another people, bearing no resemblance to

Russia. (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 9)

Despite the initially awkward feeling ofviewing a well-known work in an unfamiliar

medium set in an unfamiliar place, Kozintsev felt that Kurosawa captured the world

Dostoyevsky created:

I found myself in Dostoyevsky's world, among his heroes; this was the

complex and fantastic collection ofhis characters - their strange encounters

and partings; it was all outwardly different and yet completely the same in its

inner action, the same world that the author created. (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 9-

10)

Kurosawa altered the external image of the novel, yet he was able to grasp the

fundamentals of the story that pertain to human existence and resolution. Kozintsev

aspired to achieve this in his own work.

The uniqueness of a work of art is inseparable from its being imbedded in the

fabric of tradition. Kozintsev was aware that he was not creating in a vacuum but

was inspired by Shakespeare, Dostoyevsky, Kurosawa, and Soviet culture:

"Influence in art is not only the result of one artist learning from another, it is the

threads of the twisting spiral ofhistory, the continuity of life where old

contradictions develop new forms and new generations ask once again the age-old

and very simple question: 'What does man live for?'" (Kozintsev, Tragedy, 15). He

used the art of those who influenced him to create a unique work ofhis time.

Benjamin's concept of aura is a political construction; he formulated a language that

made "revolutionary demands in the politics of art" (Benjamin 220). In a film like
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Korol Ler, the political construction is essentially about the relationship between

cultures, where the aspects of the play that the filmmaker chooses to highlightmirror

his aesthetic or cultural understanding of the aura of the play.

Kurosawa's Ran, like Kozintsev's Lear, has an authenticity that is different

from Shakespeare's text. The aura of the work is repositioned in the screen

production and redefined by the uniqueness ofKurosawa's vision. The concept of

"Shakespeare" has shifted, evolved, and continues to change as new voices interpret

his works in different media and from different perspectives. It is misleading to

examine Kurosawa's films as "aspiring towards the essential English reading of the

plays. This not only confirms Shakespeare's 'universalism' (different cultures appear

to derive the same message from the text) but it suggests that the rest of the world

must defer to the Anglocentric reading of Shakespeare" (Collick 151). Ran is an

assertion ofKurosawa' s values and priorities. His talent has been identified as "his

consistent ability to 'adaptWestern modes in a deliberate manner so as to explore the

nature ofWestern ideals as they impact upon Japan'" (Goodwin 3). Shakespeare has

a particular position in Japanese society that has been formed by cultural perceptions

of theWest and has evolved since the first Shakespearean works were translated into

Japanese in the nineteenth century. An examination ofKurosawa' s films as cultural

constructs is incomplete if these factors are ignored or overlooked.

The films ofKozintsev and Kurosawa are important because they reposition

the argument of Shakespeare's cultural worth. As other voices appropriate images

and texts there is a shift in meaning and possibility. Cartelli, in his introduction to

Repositioning Shakespeare, traces the response of audiences to Shakespearean works
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and the playwright's changing influence on culture. He quotes Jonathan Bate's study

of Shakespeare in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries:

The history of appropriationmay suggest that "Shakespeare" is not a man

who lived from 1564 to 1616 but a body ofwork that is refashioned by each

subsequent age in the image of itself ... This tendency becomes evenmore

pronounced when "Shakespeare" is "refashioned" outside the national

boundaries ofBritish culture and society "in the image" of cultures and

societies seeking either to establish their independence from imperial

influence or to identify, define, and assert their own national values or

priorities. (Bate, qtd in Cartelli 2)

The treatment ofmadness in Kurosawa's Ran and Kozintsev's Lear reveals an

authenticity that is separate from Shakespeare's text and is redefined by the

particular cultural vision of the individual filmmaker. Kozintsev creates a bleak

world that portrays desolation and madness, while Kurosawa's story of the Ichimonji

empire is a reflection of Japanese Samurai culture shaped by ideas ofmadness and

tragedy. It is necessary to reincorporate each film into its historical moment:

This entails breaking each movie down into its cultural components and

contextualizing them within a specific ideology. Thus instead of thinking of

Kurosawa's films ofMacbeth orKing Lear as isolated interpretations of

Shakespeare's texts we can place them within a host of social and aesthetic

traditions; Japanese drama, Japanese Shakespeare, Kurosawa's position in

society, his work and so on. (Collick 9)
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This is equally true ofKozintsev's work; he created films within the context ofhis

cultural and historical reality. Stephen Buhler questions the cultural position of

Shakespeare in contemporary times: "film's own uncertain and unsettling

relationship with culture becomes a major part of the story when Shakespeare is

adapted for the cinema. It turns out, after all, that the play's one thing among many,

many others that provide the bases for Shakespearean films" (Buhler 7). To examine

these films, a wider historical and cultural matrix is integral. Film redefines and blurs

traditional boundaries ofwhat constitutes Shakespearean performance, and an

examination of each film's historical moment becomes part of the discourse

surrounding the play. By studying cinematic representations of a Shakespearean text

created by Russian and Japanese filmmakers, one can examine how a canonical work

is redefined by different cultural voices.
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